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Consult Us

Freely

The officers and directors of this bank arc
always at your dUall financial matters. Your affairs will
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IT PAYS TO TRADE AT THIS STOP5
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Patterns

and

Camisoles,

$1 ftS, for
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Publications.

lace trimmed pink

New White Voile Shirt
New

4am

A*ent ror Pictorial Review
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Special
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best
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M. L. ADAMS,

Libby’s Milk, tall cans,
Swift’s Shortening, lb
ill arrive to

Heinz Olive

bulk,

^ yrktag-j-U
^1 I v\Af ill

12 1 2c
26c

....

Oil, quart
Pints

25c

....

35c
$1.70
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oz.

....

bottles

dive

....

50c
30c
15c

i!utter, 4 oz. jars
Evaporated Peaches, pound.28c
Prunes, 80-M0, pound.18c
nr prices are
figured on a CASH and CARRY
■asis. Any service we render is
absolutely free to you.
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FARMS WANTED
I

having calls for farms on Mt. Desert Island
around Frenchman’s bay. Parties having
farms, small or large, may he able to find a customer l*v
writing me.
am

and

CHARLES B. PINEO
bar HARBOR,
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There will be a dance In Rayside
hall Feb. 24.
Supper will be
served.
There will be a public supper at
the Unitarian vestry this evening
at 6.30.
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Betts of Gardiner, are receiving congratulations on
the birth of a daughter, Sylvia
Jeanette.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph H. Patten of
96 Holyoke street. Brewer, are receiving congratulations on the birth
of a son, Jarvis Hillman, Feb 13.
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Smith of
Ashland and Miss Lewen of Benton.
N. B., were guests of Mr. und Mrs.
Linwood McGown a few days last
week.
H. W. Dunn and wife left last
Friday for a business and pleasure
trip to Boston and elsewhere in Massachusetts and Rhode Island.
They
will be away about two weeks.
Miss J. A. Thompson left Monday
for a visit to her cousin. Miss Lilia
Clark, at Jekyl Island. Ga., with
short visits en route.
She will be
away about two months.
Missess Feme Richmond and Marcia Willey, of the high school, will
have a food sale at the Whiting
block annex, formerly occupied by
E. E. Joy's jewelry store, Saturday
afternoon from 2 to 5.
The proceeds will go to the high school
building fund.
James Murphy, an industrious and
worthy citizen of Ellsworth, committed suicide Monday forenoon, hanging himself in the stable at Ills hofne
on
Pine street.
Despondency from
ill health and loneliness was tho
cause.
Mr. Murphy was born in
Ellsworth, and this city had always
been his home, though for some years
he carried on a large farm in Trenton, He leaves one brother, William
Murphy of Midland, Mich., and a sister, Mrs. Anastasia Starkey of Ellsworth.

MAINE
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Students of the Ellsworth high
school have organized an orchestra
that will add much to the enjoyment
of
future
school
entertainments,
which promise to be many, as the
student body has taken hold, with a
vim, of the work for the high school
building fund. The orchestra is
Kencomposed of the following:
neth Rich, Luman Woodruff, Louise
Alexander, violins; Monroe McGown,
trombone; Sherman Sawyer, Ernest
Eaton, saxophone; Basil Lynch. Andrew Luchini. John Young, cornets;
Margaret Walkeh. Katherine Austn.
piano. Alfred Morang will act as
director.

CEDAR WANTED
We

in the market for Cedar for railroad ties,
and posts. Will buy in the
^ound, or hewn two
sides. If you have any cedar, it will pay you to see
us now.
We are paying top market price.
are

MAGIC WATER
good for washing
clothes, and will remove mildew,
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nit stains from the
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C .L.
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The ladies of tbe Congregational
rhurrh are invited to meet at the
,ar«.i|iage Thursday afternoon at 3,
to form a missionary
It is
society.
hoped that all ladies of the parish
desiring to Join will attend this
meeting
All who are interested In the class
in home nursing to be formed In
Ellsworth, with Miss Helen Gould,
Red Cross nurse, as incounty
structor. are requested to meet at the
home of Mrs. Harry W. Haynes tomorrow evening at 7 o'clock.
Municipal caucuses will he held In
vortk r■’ day and to morrow, and
for the nest two weeks
politics will
occupy the stage in Ellsworth.
The
democratic general caucus for I he
nomination of candidates for mayor
and street commissioner will be held
at Hancock hall this evening.
The
caucuses of wards I, 2 and 5 will
follow the general caucus at the
same place.
Ward 4 democrats will
meet In caucus to-morrow
evening,
and ward 3 democrats will meet this
afternoon.
The republican caucus
will be held to-morrow evening at
Hancock hall, with the caucuses of
wards 1. 2, 3 and 5 following .Ward
4 republicans will meet to-morrow
afternoon.
Word was received in Ellsworth
Sunday of the sudden death of John
Maloney, formerly of Ellsworth, at
his home In Spokane, Wash..
Sunduy
Mr. Maloney was born in
morning.
Benedicta. Maine. March 3. 1848,
learned the carriage-making business
in Bangor, and then went into business for himself, first at Old
Town
and later at Ellsworth, where he continued
business on
Water street
He moved to Washingmany years.
ton about ten years ago.
He leaves
a
widow and seven children—J.
Frank of Bangor, William R of Ellsworth, Charles of New
Bedford.
Mass. Fred H. of San Francisco. Cal
Mrs. Patrick Kearns of Ellsworth.
Mrs. Lena A. Phillips and Mrs. Annie
A. Dodge of Spokane. Wash.
valentine

All honest labor has its

are earning
money is the time
of it. If you do this you are build-
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Surplus and profits, $150,000
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WHY BEAD
Like

flowing river,

Hill?

people follow the lines of least resistance
and spend all their surplus cash for luxuries.
Drifting is easy but
accomplishment requires determination. Decide to save all you can,
a

some

Start an account with the Hancock

Hancock

County Savings

Bank.
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Maine
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General Insurance and Real Estate
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a new
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Residence 144

Watches, Clocks

and

Jewelry

complete line of

HAIVIILTOINI

WATCHES

which I will be pleased to have you look over- Also
assortment of Ladies’ Wrist Watches.

an

exceptional

H. C. JORDAN, Jeweler
ELLSWORTH.Maine
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party given last Sat-

urday afternoon and evening by Albert Davis and James Carney, stu-

dents of the high school who have
before made contributions to the
high school buildlngfund was a very
pretty
affair.
The
Knights
of
Columbus hall, where the |>arty was
held, was appropriately decorated
Tile receipts at the door and
randy
table were $.'l.1.27, the expense for
rent and trimming hall was »5
50,
leaving the
net
prceeds $27.77.
This is the last party these bovs will
give until after Dent.
Thev have
started the higli school building fund
tvith
contributions
aggregating
$57.62. The boys appreciate the
help given by the girls, and small donations for trimmings and ornaments.
Music
was
furnished
by
.Mrs.
Ida Sinclair.
Herbert
Dord.
Perry Bechtel. Margaret Walker and
Katherine Austin
Friends in Kllsworth were shocked
Monday
morning
news
by
of
tile death of Miss Margaret Ford at
the home of her father. J. E Ford, In
Halloweil.
While Miss K,,rd had
not been In robust health, .he had
left Kllsworth only two weeks before
her death, feeling stronger than for
some time, to return to work m it,e
secretary of state’s office al \u n-fa
Miss Ford was born In
Kllsworth
twenty years ago.
Though most of
her childhood yeai
ware
Melrose. Mass., she spent most of her
summers in Kllswo
and f,.i two
years, while attending the Kllswoith
higli school, made her hone wirh h...
aunt. Mrs. James A. MeQowi,
who
became as a second mother to her
She was graduated from the Ells
worth high school with the
la-, ,,f
1!'18, and soon afterward t.
clerkship in the secretary of state's
office at Augusta.
During Hie war
she was in the adjutant general's
office,
Sweet of face and manner,
she was a favorite with all who knew
her.
The body was brought here
yesterday afternoon, and funeral si rvices were held at St. Joseph s Hath
olic church this forenoon.
I.. M. Carroll of the Carroll Felt
Shoe Co., while in Ellsworth last
week, closed the purchase of the
factory building at School and
Church streets in which he had Ju t
started Up his factory
Tin thirty
(Continued on page 5.)

just reward.

Now while you
to

afternoon, from 2

The
Ellsworth
uthletlc
club
basket ball team ran up against too
«>»"!> -peed in the game with the
1
Friday evening.
The score was 12 to 17 against them.
Ellsworth friends of Mr. and Mrs.
I
Howard Hollins of tlrewer extend
congratulations on the birth of a
daughter, born Monday.
Mrs. Hollins was Miss Victor tne Wyman of
KI Is worth
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Jameson is critically 111,
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winter.
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source

ami healthful
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an

enjoyment every winter.
especially tine line of Snow

Shoes ami Skis.
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Edward H. Baker
Sitfuiti Dptciretrjt iitd Repistertd Eye Specialist
%t

Office

Over Voorr'a
Drug Store
ever* «la> until further notice.

Telephone. 146-11.
If

hav- no special trouble exsig'it. try my $6.50 warIraniwith first quality lenses.
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COMING EVENTS.

sinks, Moors.

Prices Very L_ow

GEORGE

A4

grange

95 MAIN ST.

pound

3ft-

Mon
Tur*

.tear

Registered mail should be at poat-

day.

Lowney’s Cocoa,

-tun

olllce half

eac h

Dromedary Dates, package
\\

fair
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MAILS RECEIVED
From Welt—6.47 a. m.; 4 31 p. m.
From East—ti ll a. m
6.i'7 p m
MAILS CLOSE AT POSTOFFICE.
Going \Veat—10.40 a. m.; 6.06 p. m.
Going East—6.15 a. m.; 4.00 p m.
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SCIIRDI'LE OF MAILS.
Kllaworth I'MluRre.
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Me sure and see our Remnant Table fur
Silks,
ltjbbons, Laces, Poplins, Cotton Cloths and all
kinds of short ends and odd lots. You can save
money on every item-
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m
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Thura
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and $1.60

regular J5C seller for
(Federal tax lc extra.)
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encampment will work
rule degree next Monday

Friday evening. Supper at 6.30.
Mr« j
H Patten, who has been
11 St
her son Halph in Brewer,
arrived home Tuesday, accompanied
by her granddaughter Dorothy.
1 he date of the birthday social
and entertainment to be given by the
Viethodist
club has been changed
fiotn Feb 26 to Friday, Feb. 27.
There will he a special meeting of
ha Woman's Alliance of the L'nilarittn church with Mrs. George H.
Goum
to S.

m-OURfN

lh

IMIRI

Wtvnrn
the golden
evening.
• i
Byron
with little

recovery.
l o re will !>»■ work at the
regular
tin
"f Irene chapter. O. E. 8.,

I^iral Notices.
Classified Advertisements
Hilvjr A Linnehan, Inc.
Liberty National Bank

Jir.t»

Ch»«. K
Fo(Ur
Dr. Lewi, Hod.kln.
H"’"« ‘•••Jordan
Henry W. Sargent

Orlando W.Fos,
o

H V Ht rat ton
J A. Haynes
Bijou theatre
M. L Adams
H. C. Jordan.
Mra Blanchard
Frank ft (lawyer

New

DIRECTORS

Charles R. Burrill
A. B. Crabtree

IS

----

Fob. 21—Meeting of Green Mountain Pomona with Nieolin grange

Friday evening. Feb. 27. al Methodist vestry—Birthday social.
Friday evening. Feb. 27. at Paul
Revere hall. Boston—Annual Ellsworth reunion.
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at

and

Knitting

rraaonabh (trier*
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Harriot C. Dario begs to anIn the people of
Hancock coun-

that »h. la at their service to
for any Roods not procurable In
ty

BLANCHARD

50WASHISUTOX »T., KI.I>WOK

SHOPPING
Mr*

own

m

locality.

address

shop
their

References.

Hold

Brunswick, Boston.

MUTUAL BENEFIT COLUMN.
Edited by “Aunt Madge.”

OVER-ACIDITY

MOTTO:—HELPFUL

of the stomach has upset
night’s rest. If your stomach is adddisturbed, dissolve two or three

TERRIBLE ECZEMA
FOR IW

HOPEFUL.

AND

many a

The

KMI0ID5

the tongue before retiring and enjoy refreshing sleep. The purity and

on

SCOTT * BOWKS
MAKERS OF SCOTT’S EMULSION
i*ep-‘w>s

112 Millions
|

ft ILL’S

column

are

No Trace Of The Disease
Since Taking “Fruit-a-tives”

Dover, New Hampshire.
“In 1906,1 began to be troubledwith
Eczema. My arms and legs were
bandaged most of the time; and
sometimes I could squeeze the pus
out of my hands, they were so bad.

|
I

BROMlOt

Standard cc-Id remedy £or
form—t»aie,

opiate*—breaks

up a

J

20 years
sure,

cold in 2.
S day

has

j-nuine I 'x
with
ton

Re

a

About 3 months’ ago, I chanced to
read an ad. of ‘Fruit-a-tives’ and
‘Sootha Salva’, in which was told of
a person cured of Weeping Eczema
by these remedies.
After using two boxes of 'Fruil-a-tives*
ant. one box of ‘Sootha-Salva'.
I am
entirely free of Eczema’'.
Dr. E. N. OLZENDAM, D.V.M.
50c. a box, 6 for $2 50, trial size 25c.
At dealers or from FRUIT-A-TIVES
limited, OGDENSBURG, N. Y.

old
New
Dear
good
Englanders.
friends of mine.
To-day I am sending you this valentine
From the old State of Maine, where
snowdrifts are lying
the snowAnd on the chill

lyvezes

CASCARA^QUININl.
tablet

this

A VALENTINE.

used last year
to KILL COLDS

—in

of

munications must be signed, but the
name of writer will not be printed exCommunications
cept by permission.
will be subject to approval or rejection
by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason.
Address all communications to The
American, Ellsworth, Me.

goodness of ATi-mo.'J* guaranteed by

k

purposes

succinctly stated In the title and motto
—it is for the mutual beneflt,*and aims
to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for
the common good it is for the common
use—a public servant, a purveyor of
information and suggestions, a medium
for the interchange of ideas, in this capacity it solicits communications, and
its success depends largely on the supComport given it in this respect.

k

picture.
^ A.t Alt r*ur S‘ar

flakes are flying.
Where the lakes and the rivers are
all frozen fast.
And old Boreas howls with his bellowing blast.
Now Jack Frost nips our fingers, our
ears and our noses.
While our cheeks and our chins grow
as red as your roses.
The 8leighbells are jingling, the snowballs are flying.
As children make merry, the north

|

I nursed for years, and
time of need.
1 have tried this when all hope seemed
gone and always with good success;
and now as the dreaded “flue” is here
again, and pneumonia following it
with deadly results, people who live In
rural and isolated districts need some
remedy to combat these almost fatal

winds defying.
Their daddies are clearing the snow
from the street.
The high cost of living they vain try
to beat.
Never
All is high but thermometers.

RHEUMATISM

diseases.

!

Inflamm
the
Subdues
Mustarine
tion and Eases the Soreness
Quicker Than Anything
Else on Earth.

Pav only 30 cents and get a big box of
the original
Mustarine, which Is
mustard plaster and Is made of strong,
real
yellow mustard—no substitutes arc
used.
It's known as the quickest pain killer
earth, for in hundreds #>f instances
on
toothache,
it stops headache, neuralgia,
earache and backache in ’* minutes.
Its a sure, speedy remedy—none betfor
bronchitis.
ter
lumbago,
pleurisy.
the
from
draw
lmlamciation
to
and
vour sore feet there is
nothing so gond.
You get real nWion with Mustarine—it
goes after the pain and kills it right off
the reel.
Yes, it burns, but it won’t blister—it doesn’t give agonizing pain a slap
It does give it a good healthy
on the wrist.
Ask for
punch in the jaw—it kills pain.
and get Mustarine always in the yellow
box.

FATONIC
STOMACH'S SAKE)

Instantly relieves Heartburn. Bloated C«i;
Feeling. Stops infiicreation. food *■ ••..-.nr.
1 l?
pea ting, and ail the many miaeriea c...

Acid-Stomac!
1ZATONIC is the best remedy. TVrt* * t
wonderfully benefited. Positively r rar.teed to please or we will refund money.
Jail and get a big box today. You will aee.
sands

G.

MOOKK, 53 MAIN
Ellsworth, Maine

ST.

1

1

■'

1

j
i

j

Subscribe for The American
$1.50 Per Yeav
1

but

j

After you eat—always take

E.

Angers

to

Fond mem- | little folks have to go too far often
ory starts
| when they are ill; but unless someone
And I see in my mind all your birds i is sicker than you are, don’t do a thing
and your roses.
i you possibly can help, but conserve
The gleam of blue waves where the ! your strength to combat the disease,
sunshine reposes,
j And above all things, keep the bowels
Tlt\ faces I've known in the years just I open and be as sanitary as you would
Have
disease.
in
contagious
any
gone by.
The grasp of the hand and the glance
plenty of fresh air. hut that does not
of the eye.
mean that any air is fresh because it
is cold.
A shut-up room is often cold,
Your welcome so hearty to me when I
*
came.
I l-ut the life-giving otfygen is not there
Proved genial New Englanders always
unless the room is opened at frequent
the same.
intervals, and a room that has a stove
in it needs pure air oftener than one
So from Maine I am sending, dear com1 have found patients,
rades of mine.
that has none.
My fond, loving greetings in this val- as a usual thing, do much better in a
entine.
room which can be heated, than one
without any heat ; but don’t use an oil
*
*
*
stove for any sickness if you can posDear Mutuals:
We are indebted to S. J. Y. for a sibly help it. for it is one of the worst
things on this earth to kill oxygen.
copy of the poem above, which was
Now, for pneumonia. Get a doctor as
written by “Helen.” of our number,
soon as you can. and in the meantime
as a valentine greeting to the New
he idle.
For pneumonia, grip or
don't
of
which
she
was
a
England club
for many bronchitis, there is nothing better than
member in California
The copy did not reach me a good steaming. I have used liniyears.
ments when I
could not get what 1
in season for the paper preceding
February 14. but the truth and the wanted, but I almost always had the
needed.
First, isolate the pabe
warmth of the greeting will
things
aptient and cover the bed over the headpreciated by us all.
*
*
•
board and down over head and shoulders with a sheet.
Have a brick, hot
Dear M. B. Friends:
small
so it will hiss, and place in a
I have been a reader of this column
and
set
tin on a soaptin
the
baking
many years, but never before have got
if
have
a
board
will
stone
one
(but
you
1 often
up courage enough to write.
do) and be sure to have the brick hot.
wonder if the writers of the cheery
letters
andpoems realize how far- hot. hot. Have, in a small pitcher or
teapot, one-half pint of water, forty
I have a
reaching their writings go.
little
printed in this column, drops of alcohol, twenty drops of carpoem,
bolic acid, and drop a little at a time
which came to me in the deepest soron the hot brick.
If the patient is a
row of my life, many years ago while
child, the person who is caring for it
1 was living in a distant state.
It is
will have to do it. but grown persons
sadly worn now. but I still cherish it
i can do it for themselves.
Keep the
among my treasures.
The blizzard of the last week has set ; sheet down so the patient will inhale
could offer a ; the steam until all the water is poured
me thinking perhaps I
over the brick and it is done steaming.
helpful suggestion to those who liv«
One can take medicine, hut that enout of town and cannot get a doctor it

Bogy's

^Ti»aw YOUR

First, in case of the ''flue-', don’t try
keep up till you drop in your tracks
as
most of the working class think
they must. And I know mothers with

|

much lower.
From this
land of cold
warm, genial hearts,
I send you my greeting.

|
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apples

l

what the dealer has.
the wheat for

the orchard you

the kind of

;

market you take

3

of

j

pick

you want. In the

We want the

pick

;
4

Wlliam Tell
FLOUR

:

!
4

f

t
►
and

L
L

we

go right to the fields to get it.

Better tell your Grocer—William Tell
See how much better if really is.

►WHITCOMB, HAYNES

&

Nothing could be more timely and
valuable than these plain directions
when the diseases mentioned are so
prevalent. I sincerely thank E. A.
to write them
N. for taking pains
for the column, and have no doubt
Aumn
ui injdiaq aAOJd iuav Xaln
homes.
AUNT MADGE.

*®clusive grade of cod-liver oil used In Scott*n Emulsion fs the
fatuous
S. & B. Process,” made in Norway and refined tn our own
Ar.ieri'-ai
It is a guarantee of purity and palate bilty

Laboratories.

WHITNEY

uuaurT-*s«ed

Scott ft '"•'wte,

Ilrooklin.
The students of the high school
held a sale at Odd Fellows hall Saturday evening. Thirteen young ladies presented the drama, "Cupid's
Much credit is due the
Partner.”
assistant teacher. Miss Gray, for the
Proceeds,
success of the evening.
$125.50.
apt. Keunen Stewart died at nis
Alhome at Beals Friday evening.
though he had been in poor health
many years, the end came suddenly,
following a shock. Capt. Stewart
was born at Swan’s Island about sevHis first wife was
enty years ago.
Francella Allen oi this place, who
To them
died eleven years ago.
were horn four children. George A.,
his
who
one
month
after
died
mother. Fred A. of this place, -Miss
Mina Stewart and
Mrs. Freeman
Chase of Providence.
Capt. Stewart
made his home here until about
eight years ago. when he went to
Jonesport to engage in the fish busiThe
ness. where he married again.
sympathy of the community is extended to the bereaved family.
Weston Gott is having lumber
hauled for the clam and sardine factory he will build this spring at West
Brooklin.
Wabansaki Camp Fire met Monday
evening, elected officers as follows.
Miss
Lelia Gott.
president; Miss
Brooksie Joyce, vice-president; Miss
Mildred
Miss
Stewart,
secretary;
Winifred Staples, treasurer. Misses
Ruby W. Freethey and Mildred
Stewart, emtertained at the home of
Miss
Mildred
Stewart after the
meeting.
Feb. 16.
‘Une Femme.”

Bloomfield, N. J.

^

Your Table Drink
should
as

well

bring you
as

Let

comfort
flavor.

appetizing

Suggest

us

Instant
Postum
If you have used this
table beverage, you know its
wholesome charm.

pleasing

If you have never tried
Instant Postum, you
have

a

delight in store.

All Grocers

“There's

a

sell Postum

Reason"

West Franklin.
The young people gave a surprise
party for Gerald McKenzie Wednesday evening.
R.
H.
Williams is visiting his
baughter. Mrs. Stratton, at Marlboro.
Miss Eugenie Coombs is spending
a few weeks at Ellsworth.
Friday, Feb. 13. an all-day session
of the Daughters of Veterans was
held at the grange hall.
Mrs. Ripley. State deputy president, installed
officers of Amanda Watson Bowler
tent. No. 11.
The officers are the
same as chosen at the organization
in September.
Nellie, wife of George Johnson,
died Saturday, after months of intense suffering.
To the end. she
thought not of herself, but of her
family, who so much needed the
care
and devotion she had always
triven.
Mrs. Johnson was born fiftyfive years ago at
Otis, the only
of
daughter
Coleman and
Ellen
Stanley. Since her marriage she had
lived in Brewer and Holden, coming
to Franklin less than two years ago,
but in that short time she had en
deared herself to the people.
Besides her husband, she leaves two
sons, Gaylon and Robert, an aged
mother, one brother, Benjamin Stanley of Bi^ewer. and two grandsons.
Feb. 16.
“Echo.”
Bluehill.
Miss Ellen McIntyre is visiting her
sister. Mrs. Carl Hinckley, in Boston.
Willis E. Snowman has gone to
Italy for the winter, in the employment of Mrs. Benjamin Thaw.
Rev. R. M. Trafton will deliver the
annual
Pythian address to the
knights and sisters. Feb. 22, at 10.30
a.

m.

The warrant for town meeting this
-year contains forty-four articles, the \
longest list for many years.
At the annual roli-call of the
Baplist church, held Wednesday evening, James B. Bettel was elected
deacon for the life term, to fill the
vacancy caused by the death of A. J.
Long. John F. Wood was elected
deacon for a term of three years.
Rev. R. M. Trafton accepted the call
as pastor for the ensuing
year.
The many friends in town of
Frank P. Smith were grieved to
learn of his death at San Juan. Porto
Rico. Feb. 9.
Mr. Smith had been a
member of Bluehill's summer colony
for many years, and was
universally
popular. He leaves a widow and
one daughter. Mrs. Robert
Forgan,
of Cleveland, O.
Feb. 16.
S.

|
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►
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2 school will give

3' To 7 Minutes For Tea

Steep
more

Perkins

of the high
school was a visitor in Bangor for
the week-end, Feb. 7-8, his wife returning with him.
Later he was
called home by the illness of his parents.
Superintendent of Schools
Burleigh Thompson is in charge of
the school.
Malvena,widow of William Brown,
died Saturday.
She was a much respected
member
of
the
Baptist
church.
Cheerful and courageous
under many sad and disquieting sitshe
uations.
bravely met them.
Faithful in her life work, she has
gone to her reward.
Feb. 16.
B.
-o-

Subscribe for the American
$1.50 a year in advance

tea

5 to 7 minutes

never

tharf 7. Don't let it stand. Serve

immediately
Thus you will get All the good:
All the wholesome harmlessness,
Without the harmful tannic acid.
OF COURSE. YOU MUST HAVE
TEA TO BEGIN WITH

a

school use.

And you see the result in a bigger loaf and
a more delicious flavor when you bake with
William Tell.

are happy days to the
robust
intended to be days of growth

brings to a child that is not thriving, power that sustains
strength—substance that determines growth. Scott’s
is concentrated tonic-nourishment which is readily assimilated and transmuted into strength.
Give Scott’s Emulsion to growing children often,

someone.

E.

are

scorn mm

tient.
Some may laugh at this, but this
was told me by a great doctor years
ago. and no true physician will belittle
anything which will help the sick ones.
1 hope you will f>rint this if you have
space, and that it will he a help to

play in the grange hall Friday evening. Feb. 20.
Admission, 15 and 20
cents.
School students, 15 cents.
The proceeds will be for a globe for

►

y

child; they

lungs and throat are alwsr* more or
less inflamed, and any sudden change
of temperature is not good for the pa-

District No.

We go into the fields themselves and pick
just «hat we want—the very best of the
season’s crop.

f

Childhood days

Franklin.
Mrs. Earl P. Crabtree has returned to Waltham, Mass.
Alice, youngest daughter of Mrs.
Nancy Smith, who has been seriously
ill, is improving.

The big William Tell mill is right in the
heart of the richest wheat-growing country
in the world.

»

HAPPY CHILDHOOD

.

►>

|

tors the stomach. while the steam
reaches the trouble direct by breathing deeply of the steam. I fcave seen
patients who were suffering terribly,
ease up and go to sleep, but one has to
be careful and not let the patient
The
throw off the covers too quickly.

(GOOD
»

fastest

THE

RESTFUL
TEA
J419

..

in Eastern Maine.
selling
Your dealer has the sealed
packets,
all types. Prices right.
tne

tea

Thurston and Kingsbury Co..
Bangor, Me.
Your dealer also sells and recommends
T and K Cofiee and T and K
Extracts

THEiR GLORY GONE!

Feel
Some mental disorders, periods of
depression, etc., are definite reacor sluggish
tions from imperfect
action of the digestive organs. In
these cases, 1 or 2 doses of “L,.F.”

Atwood's Medicine will dispel th«
an active, hopegloom and restore
ful mental condition, by removing
Headache powders and

the cause.

unreliable tonics may give tempobut the safe, natural prorary relief,
cesses that this well-known remedy
set in action

have

can

no

harmful

is well to keep a generous supply on hand, and to take small doses regThis will imularly.
general
your
prove
condition, enable you
to work better, and
give a fuller enjoyment
There ia no
of life.
cheaper health insurance. Buy a large bottle
today, 60 teaspoonful
50
cents.
for
Medicine
Co.,
Portland, Maine.

doses'"

“L. F.”

old*.

•

fomtb.x.

tiitnrrh

Croup,

Itrlii trd in Two Minute*.
your throat sore?
Breathe Hyomei.
Have you catarrh?
Breathe Hyomel.
Have you a cough?
Breathe
Hyomei.
Have you a cold?
Breathe Hyomel.
jei is the treatment for nose,
Hy
t
and
trouble. It
does
lung
t p
■•.tain cocaine, morphine or other
not
.laig-r us drug, and does away with
m
dosing.
Just
breathe
it
ston
rh rough the little pocket inhaler tha
comes with each outfit.
V
(irnpleto outfit costs but little at
Chari* .■» K. Alexander’s or any reliable
druggist s, and Hyomei is guaranteed
sh catarrh, croup, coughs, colds.
to h
throat and bronchitis, or money
•»>r
\
ha k.
Hyomei inhaler lasts a life
'i
and
xtr.n bottles of Hyomel can
line.I from druggists for a few
he
cents.
Is

.t

MIONA
Lnds
indigestion

It r- l;. ves stomach misery, sour stomach, belching and all stomach disease or

backjf Large

money

box of tablets 60

Druggists in all towns.

cents.

litre’s

Fine Tonic

a

Laxative, Says Druggist

If you want better blood, clear
plexion and sparkling eyes take

com-

Celery King

Normal bowel action, perfect working
stomach and sweet breath follow its use,
Children drink it with enjoyment.

GLYCERINE MIXTFRE
FOR GAS ON STOMACH

Simple glycerine, buckthorn bark,
etc
as mixed in Adler-i-ka, relieves

ANY CASE gas on stomach or sour
stomach.
It acts on both upper and
lower bowel and removes all foul
matter which poisoned stomach. Often CURES
Prevents
constipation.
appendicitis. The INSTANT pleasant action of Adler-i-ka
surprises
both doctors and patients.
One man
who suffered five years from indigestion and constipation was
helped by
ONE dose.
C. E. Alexander, Druggist.

Does Your Letter-

Historic Tree Now Only a Memory
The “tree in the road" a mile and
a
half west of Hartford. Mich., ha*
been cut down to clear the way foi
a new concrete road. This maple tree
supposed to be more than a hundred
years old, was the most famous and
most cherished landmark of the re
glon.
Standing in the middle of the
road on the crest of a hill, it had
from the time of the oldest inhabitant
been used as a point from which all
distances were measured.
In giving directions a place was al
ways said to be a certain distance
“this side of the tree in the road" or
n certain distance “beyond the tree in
the road.” With the advance of civilization. however, the natives have
reluctantly concluded that the tree
can be dispensed with, since Hie only
distance people ask about now Is tin
distance between gasoline tanks.--Ex-

The appearance of your letterhead may mean success or
failure. Do ycurself justice
in the quality of your business

messenger.
We do

not

advocate

extrava-

gance.
We lecommend
use of a verv moderate

etandard paper

the

priced

—

which has won recognition
for its quality and the service

""

it

gives.

We

are

prepared

to

furnish that paper and to print
a letterhead that is a
dignified representative.

you

What We Can Give You
Before Yon Place an Order
sk-n°P.M*

itchiness of the akin, for

change.

««'• al.tC dr^

--

CASTORIA
Infanta
Fw

and Children

u«« For Over 30 Years
bears

^'Kn.twe

_,

of

i

PKUK
HAS
GAINED 25 POUNDS.

TRAVEL IN JAPAN

Louisbourg
Memory.

lands.”

head Get It?

M.

Nine Year* Trouble End* and She
I* Well and Happy, Now.
T
have
twenty-five
to Join
as pounds since I gained
commenced taking
and
Tanlac,
the troubles that have
a
been makidg life miserable for me
for nine years have been completely
said Mrs. Minnie Peck,
Famous French Fortress in Canada overcome.”
who
lives at 9874-82nd
Ave.,EdHaa Long Been Demolished and
the
monton,
other day.
When I commenced taking TanGoon the German
Stronghold
lac," continued Mrs. Peck, "I was so
Is to Be Razed.
weak and run
down that I
was
hardly able to get about. EveryAnnouncement that the German thing I ate disagreed with
me, and
forts on the Island of
Helgoland are 1 would suffer for two or three hours
to be demolished recalls
ths-atmllar \ after everymeal on account of gas
fate of a glorious landmark on Caforming and bloating me up. I
would have severe cramping
nadian soil. This Is
pains
Louisbourg, No- | in the pit of my stomach.
1 was
vn
Scotia, once the pride of New
very
so much so that the
nervous,
I- ranee, and now a
pile of ruins, with slamming of a door would upset me
i-ut a faint echo of its
original splen- terribly, and a good night's sleep
dor.
was out of the question for me.
1
Louisbourg was the remnant of would actually get out 04 lied every
Fiench power on the Atlantic const
morning feeling more tired and
worn out than I did the night before.
when the treaty of Utrecht was sign
This condition just kept
ed In 1713, reducing the fortunes of
getting
worse all the time until I got to
Louis XIV to a low ebb. From 1720
where I was compelled to stay in bed
to 1700 it led a precarious hut
spee- most of the time.
tncular existence. Its magnificence ns a
"Then I decided to give Tanlac a
trial, and it's the honest truth, I
defense guaranteed by the expenditure of millions
of dollars by the commenced to feel better before I
French government, though millions had finished my first bottle of this
wonderful medicine, and nw conwere stolen and wasted
by dishonest dition just kept getting better until
officials and unhappy officers, whose I am now as
well as I ever was in
only nmbltion was to get rich and go my life. 1 never have a sign of
home.
stomach trouble now, and I have a
The fortress was imposing, despite line appetite and eat just anything 1
I he
thievery and mismanagement, and want. 1 have gotten back all my
strength and can easily do all my
it required a seven weeks’ siege
by housework.
My nerves are in perColonel Pepperell and his New Kngfect condition, and 1 sleep like a
landers in 1745 to take it from the child
It
every night.
is
simply
French.
wonderful the way l have gained
By one of those diplomatic Incidents in weight, and in fact, I just feel
tine all the time.
too plentiful in the history of the new*
Yes. sir, Tanlac
is a wonderful medicine and as long
world. Louisbourg was handed back
as
I live I will never lose an
to France in 1748 by the treaty of
opportunity to say a good word for it.”
The New EnglandAix-ln-Chapelle.
Tanlac is sold in Ellsworth by E.
«>rs were furious, but ten
years later
G. Moore, in Bar Harbor by West
the British army and navy, with such
End Drug Co., in Mt. Desert by A. C.
rising strategists ns Amherst and Fernald. in Bucksport by R. B.
Wolfe taking part, again laid siege Stover, in Bluehill by W. I. Partridge
by land and sea. and In another cam- in Tremont by O. M. Kittredge, in
Brooklin by George F. Gott, in Sedgpaign of seven weeks recaptured the
wick by Jnq. W. Paris, in Gouldsstronghold.
boro by I. McDonald, in Northeast
The day® of the great fortress were
Harbor by Chas. N. Small, In Aunow numbered.
The home of disconrora by A. Russell Mace, in Hancock
tent. the abode of smugglers, the den
by Pamola Grange Store Co., in
of thieving o^cin’dom
received Its North Sullivan by Harvey E. Robdeath warrant In 1700 at the hand of ertson. in West Brooksville by O. L.
Oeorge II and IMrt In London. So Tapley, in Franklin by Gott & Hanson. in West Gouldsboro by Frank
well was the warrant executed that
P. Noyes.—Advt.
for months sailors, sappers and miners
v orbed until they laid
levLoulsbourg
el with the dust.
»#lED£d in business
l
And there it remains. Memorials
Its
fh»»ir
mod
recording
History raise
Reasons for Transplanting R r
"st heads above th
haos, of stones
turned Soldiers From Army to
and mortar. The site on a point three
Civil Life Without Delay.
tulles from the railway and the town of
the same name is remote and forbid
^ our cosmopolitan doughboy who
visitor follow the
ding. Should th
has shaken hands with the
king of
'•here road by the lonely Atlantic in
Lngland. danced with the princess of
summer ho
will hear tinkling sheep
Uoumania. learned the slang of a dozhells from the pasture where once
en nations and cocked a
knowing eye
stood the French town, now completenr all the choicest sights of the
Conly obliterated. The great area of the
tinent, may sound extremely sophistirvdns of tb" fort gives some hint of
cated by cable, hut wait until he
the vain preparation to hold a last
strikes the United States and see what
and
the
British
ngainst
grip
advancing
furrln travel has done for him! It
Colonials.
has made him love, not Kurope less,
What will be the though!s of the
hut home more, and he hardly tries
tourist as he drops by airplane on
to conceal his grand
passion under a
a
witnesses
Helgoland
century hence,
poker face, either. For he has been
*tr ruined forts, and contemplates the
homesick and weary for months, and
futile ambitions of a race that drew
the Goddess of Liberty looks like an
the sword ami fought a losing battle
angel, and New York harbor like heavfor world domination?
en, to his fond eyes.
As n national asset, then, the soldier
Married by Order.
!r perhaps our best citizen, and beA document suggesting that th»
cause the A. K. F. ;is a whole Is ramholders of certain lands In Scotland
pantly enthusiastic about its homeland
are bound under heavy monetary pen
and her Interests. America may look
nltles to marry at the royal pleasure
to her soldiers for real
inspiration in
has been brought to light during a
citizenship. These are the men to put
Scottish appeal case in the house of
Into our business life ns rapidly ns
lords. The document is said to have
they can be transplanted from army
been prepared by the king and queen
j to civil Jobs.
of Scotland in 155S). and it refers to
To make the transposition more simThe
n
tenure known ns a “ward.”
ple nnd effective, the war department
heir or possessors of land held in this !
through Col. Arthur Woods, assistant
un
manner cannot obtain possession
j to the secretary of war. has set up
til they are twenty-one years of age
the wheels of a giant machine, which
If males and fourteen years of age if
is working night and day to
co-operfemales. If suqji heirs on taking pos- j nte with all
employment agencies for
session are not married they are bound
the sake of the returned soldier who
to marry at the pleasure and will of
has no Job.
Rut more than that, this
the king with persons of good reputn !
great employment system operates for
The penalty
tlon and similar rank.
the good of America. Colonel Woods
payable to the king for refusing such «
and his thousands of assisting comthe
double
is
peproposed marriage
( mittees believe in the doughboy nnd In
cuniary benefit of the marriage.
his power of real achievement in the
“is
the
order,
“Which marriage.” adds
future national life of the United
esteemed much too dear in this coun
States.
try ami almost at the value of the

He.goiand

blue

MRS.

Education in China.
China is still in the transition period
The modern school ha*
in education.
not entirely replac ed the ancient meth
ods. with large emphasis on th«* chi*
sics, verbal memorizing and the writ
Ing of the essay. The conception ot
the need of practical education is oj
the increase. The minister of agrfcttl
ture in Peking said when calling me
for the forestry division. “1 want mei
who can grow trees, not essays.”

Mol.el Customs Somewhat Em-

barrassing
Taking

Bath in

Would

Boil

to

Europeans.

Public,
a

In Water

Lobster,

Is,

That

or

Used to Be, in the Nature of Torture.
With the advent of the “modern hotel” in Japan tiie old inns, or resthouses, have been to a large extent relegated to obscurity, but some still survive in parts where European travelers seldom
The kind of
penetrate.
welcome accorded to visitors in one
of the village inns is very far removed
from western ideas of hospitality.
Here is the interesting experience of
a
traveler as related in The Caterer
and Hotelkeepers’ Gazette:
“As soon as* I arrived I was conducted by the polite hostess into the
chief guestroom, which looked out
upon the cool orchard of a temple.
“Cushions were brought In, and
bright kimonos. I took off my dusty
English clothes, and put on first the
lower kimona, madfe of cotton; and
then a gaudy silk one, bright with the
colors of the hotel.
“The room, like all Japanese rooms,
was bare except for a single decoration. There is always a special corner
for the room’s ornament, which Is
sometimes a
of flowers, somevase
times a piece of china, sometimes simply a painting upon silk or a woodcut.
The subjects are not seldom such as
bring a blush to the European cheek,
hut they have no such effect on the
Japanese, who seem more concerned
with the arrangement than the subject of the ornaments. There are
strict rules for decoration; it is laid
down, for example, that flowers of different colors should not be mixed in
one

r

Other benefits: to teeth,
breath, appetite, nerves.
That’s a good deal to
get for 5 cents!

Sealed Tight—Kept Right

vase.
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the hostess or one of the maids would
trip in with another tray of dishes
and put them before me on the table.
Had I not been able to use chopsticks
before, I should certainly have become
expert by the end of that meal.
“A little while after the meal—for
it did end at last—I was told that the
hath was ready. I was taken to the
open courtyard and Introduced to the
arrangements there.
“Two huge barrels were sunk in the
earth, one filled with hot, the other
There was ^ thin
with cold water.
screen on two sides—not against prying eyes, but simply to keep off the
wind.
Indeed, as I began to take off
my kimonos an interested audience
of both sexes turned to watch me. This
was unpleasant, and I did my best to
dodge th^ir gaze behind the screen.
“I might have saved myself the
trouble. A moment later, In reply to
the calls of the innkeeper and his
wife, their daughter came up hastily
She
to bathe me, as her duty was.
was not in the least embarrassed—and
I soon had other things to worry me,
for when, at the young lady’s direction.
T let myself down into the hot tub I
discovered that, in the usual Japanese
fashion, the heat of the water in It
was not less than 115 degrees Fahrenheit.
“Up to my neck In that hot bath I
suffered exquisite torture, which turned
to the most exquisite agony when I
stepped on the still hotter kettle lying
The innon
the bottom of the tub.
keeper’s daughter pulled me out, red
ns a
lobster and very nearly boiled.
She dropped me, more dead than alive,
into the cold tub, pulled me out again,
and dried me.
“Then she bowed politely, and left
me to return to my room.’’
Husbands Are

Hoping.

Irvington woman Invited a few of her friends to play cards
There was a
during the afternoon.
strong intimation that the highest
score would he rewarded with a prize.
That stimulated interest to a degree.
The women had visions of the ordinary prizes given for card proficiency. One of them thought of a nicely hemmed towel, another saw visions
of a cut-glass tumbler, and still another dreamed of something else. There
was but one table and as the hostess
was barred the contest was wholly between the remaining three.
Finally
the games were over and the scores
tabulated. Then the hostess came In
with a big glass of currant jelly and
presented it as the prize of the afternoon.
She picked the currants In
her own garden and had made the
jelly herself.
There is hope In the hearts of some
Irvington husbands that the fad of
giving real food as prizes will grow.
Then, if their wives are good enough
bridge players there may be something
to eat when husbands come home in
the evening.—Indianapolis News.

Recently

Industry Overdone.
The development of the coconut oil
Industry In the Philippines has been
very rapid, due to war conditions. Th€
exports of oil in 1918 amounted tc
115.(XX) tons, ns compared with 45.000
tons in 1917 and 16,000 tons in 1916.
There Is a scarcity of shipping to take
copra to Hull. England, and Marseilles.
France, which are the great centers
for oil crush*ng. hence it is found more
prolitahle to ship tlie less bulky oil tc
tin* United States. A number of new
od mills have been constructed in the
Philippines in order to fill the demand
for oil. but it is a serious question
whether the present crushing capacity
of the Philippine mills is not in excesi
of the normal supply of copra.
Philippine Tobacco.
The Philippine islands’ tobacco ex
ports increased greatly in 1918. In that

an

No Jugo-Slav Race.
There is in strictness no such thine
There are Serbs.
as
a
Jugo-Slav.
year 25,700 tons of tobacco were ex
Croats and Slovenes, all of whose
ported, ns compared with 6 890 tons!
the same language, with variaIn 1917. The bulk of this tobacco was' speak
tions, and are now of the same nathe
months
ol
during
early
shipped
tionality. There is a religious ques
1918. and the later months showed n
tlon nmong Jugo-Slavs, which has. on
marked decrease. The exports of ci
occasion, been stressed by the intrigu
gars, however, showed a
steady in !
Ing imperialist politicians on the bor
crease during the entire year, the num j
ders who have been anxious to pro
her shipped being 859,000.000. valued
vent national unity, the Serbs being
at $7,000,000. ns against 284.000.00f
of the Greek, or Orthodox church, and
Most of
valued at $4,500,000. In 1917.
the Croats and Slovenes of the Roman
this production was absorbed by thf
church. There are no more than 12.American market.
The increase Is
000,000 of them altogether, but the
largely due to government supervision
territory of the new nation Is larger
In order to guarantee the quality of
than that of Great Britain.
all shhiroents to tbe United States

j

hearty
meal, you’ll
avoid that
stuffy feeline
if you chew
a stick of
a

WRIGLEY5

“At length, because I was famishing,
a low table and a brazier were brought
In and set in front of me and my
cushions.
iuwi
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Only Live Okapi in Captivity.
Tile only live okapi in captivity has
been brought to Antwerp from the
Congo. The okapi is the survivor of a
distant ancestor of the giraffe.
An
adult stands about five feet high, and
although it has the general shape of
the giraffe, its neck is relatively
shorter and its forelegs are not so high
in proportion to the hindquarters.
The sides of the animal’s head are
light fawn color and the general coloration of the body is a dark purple.
The most striking characteristic is
that the rump, and the upper part of
the legs are transversely striped with
block and white, it was first known
in 1001,
having been found in the
Semliki forest, haunting low undergrowth and swamps.
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Altogether L^rcnccus.

There still tire fairies in Ireland, declares the Ulster F< ii lnre. which explains by saying: To many, perhaps,
this statement will be really news. Of
course, anyone who has never taken
any interest in the matter at all knows
that In the days gone by there were
plenty of them from one end of the
green Isle to the other—are not their
old haunts, the thorn bushes, their
raths, forts, coves and s’outerraines
still to he found In every corner of
Ireland just as they have existed
since time out of mind?
Hut It has been the general belief
Getting On.
that the fairies themselves long ago, \
“How did that actress ever secure an
In one fashion or another, had for- i
engagement, I wonder?”
saken or been driven from their se“Why, didn't you read about It? She
cret
places, the last hegira being
applied to a manager who refused to
placed at as modern a period as the
listen to her and she shot him. Then
middle of the nineteenth century—the
she had several offers.”
night of the big wind, in fact when
they were all supposed to have been
She Refuses to Go Dry.
blown into the sea with the exception
“I'll say this for the wife.”
of a few that landed in Scotland.
"What?"
The error of that belief, however,
"Nowadays she's the only thing left
has been scientifically ascertained in a
•n the house that still has the same old
series of investigations
kick."
pursued by
Miss Elizabeth Andrews. F. R. A. I..
_t_
for a decade or so.
Napoleon's Fallh in Diamond.
“The belief Is general/’ Miss AnNapohon lind a large diamond set
drews says, “that these little people
lu (lie hilt of the sword lie wore ut his
were
at
one
time very numerous
with the famous Josephine,
wedding
throughout the country, hut have now for he believed that
the gem would
disappeared from many of their forbring him good fortune.
mer haunts.
At HallynahInch I was
told they
had been blown away 50
Work—the Staff of Life.
years ago by a great storm, and the
If you want knowledge, you must
caretaker at Killevy said they
had
toil for it; if food you must toil for
gone -to Scotia ml.
They are. however, it, and if pleasure, you must toil
for
supposed still to Inhabit the more reit. 'Toil is the law.—John Ruekin.
mote parts of the
rountry. and the old
people have many s’ories of fairy visFeel
weak.
run
down?
languid.
itors and of what happened in their I
Headache?
Stomach
"off?”
A
good
own
youth and in the time of their
remedy is Burdock Blood
Bitters.
Ask your druggists.
Price, 11.25.
fathers and grandfathers.”

Buy By The Case

.mrK

CjyTOjA
^

Q

It’* Economical
You can't be
important
surprised. You will tv prepared for the
unexpected guest—and that day (and there
are many) when you simply have not had
time to prepare anything.
And

▼

L

1 LJf

more

SUPERBA

—

Canned

Goods

assure

ex-

ceptional quality: a diversified choice of*
Vegetables, Fruits and berries.
Sold by fhe SERVICE dealer in your
neighborhood.

j

j*
SUPERBA

on

Milliken-Tomlinson Co.,
Portland, Maine
the Label:
719

►

N

£hc tCllsuiortl) American
PUB' IBHED

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORH. MAINE
BY THE

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISH INGJCO.
W.

H. Titus. Editor and Manager.
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
(Strictly in Advance)

One

year.$1.50

Four months.50

Six months-.75
.38
Three months
...

Siugle Copies.Oft
ADVERTISING RATES ON

APPLICATION

Rasim-ss communications should be addressed to, and all checks Jand money orders
made payable to The Hancock County Publishing Co.. Ellsworth. Maine.

OBITUARY.

SOME FACTS AND
FANCIES ABOU'
THE PHILIPPINES
sentation in America About
and Conditions.

at

the

It didn't need that $5 bonus, that
L. M. Carroll insisted on paying, to
strengthen the faith in Ellsworth of

I.o ills

St.

Exposition

saw at

ballroom a
complexioned man In faultless evening dress
and accosted him
a

brown

those thirty men who put up $50
each to save the shoe factory buildThat is
ing from being “junked."
the spirit that is being more and
manifested in Ellsworth tomore
The "boosters" are winning
day.
out; the "knockers" are too busy to
knock.
With a new shoe factory in
operation, the hardwood factory
making extensive enlargements, a
lath mill soon to open up. a felt mill

HOTEL

By MAXIMO M. KALAW,
Secretary of the Philippine Mission.
A certain
lady

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1920

with

the

inquiry.

I suppose you
sir?”

are

The

cL,«C0^r

lien

be

vou

Chinese.”

8aj.l!‘.No,

j

ad-

man

“No. madam.”

Maximo M. Kalaw.

j

j
replied. I

dressed
v

j

;

Japanese,

i

am

|

!
she !

uiusi

not.

HEIFER— NEW MILCH 3-YEAR-OLE
HERBERT FOSTER.
heifer. Irving Stackpole. R. F. D. 3,
(Contributed.)
Ellsworth.
A feeling of deep sadness swept For Sale
over the whole community last week
FARROW
BROOD
SOW—DUE
TO
when the news of Herbert Foster's first of March. Irving Stackpole. R. F.
known.
Hts
life D. 3. Ellsworth. Me.T
death
became
had been assofrom its beginning
LOST.
ciated with Ellsworth; from every
he
came
back with the SAVINGS DEPARTMENT PASS-BOOK
wandering
same rejoicing:
his closest friends, No. 1227 issued by the Burr'll National
Bank (now Liberty National Bank).
most of the dearest interests of his
Finder will please leave same at bank.
life were here; and here the sorrow Edward F. Small, Cashier.
for his untimely decease would be
most keenly felt.
FEM IUB HELP \\ \M I l>.
He was born in this city February
9, 1891. the son of Austin M. Foster
His preparatory schooland wife.
HOTEL HELP WANTEO
ing was taken here, concluded by his
help needed daily year around.
Ellsworth
from
the
graduation
high
All kind* rf bo-el work for firat-claat
school.
His mind turned early and reliable hotels in Maine, a to the h ading
naturally to architecture, and soon <uminer hotels and canids during the season.
Those wishing to secure reliable hote. posiafter his graduation he went to Bantions snouid a wavs call or write to tne
His Mains Horn Aukncv, new quarters. 47 Ma a
for his initial training.
gor
“treet.
Established 3s jears. We k :-*wthe
hts
to
chosen
task
quick adaptation
hotels arm proprie ors persona Iy. Fares paid
made more elaborate training desira- to
any point from Bangor.
ble. and he entered the architectural
school at Harvard for a three years' “CAN YOU BRAID YOUR HAIR?" ’F
course, completing his preparation so. you can obtain pleasant, easy and
by an added year of practical work in well-paid work making braided rugs
_

There Has Been Much Misrepre-

People

FOR SALE.

|]
1

Philadelphia.
Entering his life work after this
thorough study, he showed from the
first a very real and definite ability,
Architecture to him was a means of
translating beauty into effective creations w hich would as truly as marble and canvas embody the artist’s
vision.
He gave himself to his work
with
unusual
devotion.
spari"g
neither pains nor labor in order that
he might risein his chosen profes-

£e‘'ltation

1

.•

_

1

3S SegWET

IS&oNft CrS"1 A.pp,y-

right in your
for further

us

home.

own

When

particulars, send
sample mat to show the quality
of braiding and sewing you are capable

STATE of m \ine.
HANCOCK ss
At a Probate Court held at Ellsworth
in and for said County of Hancock, on
the third day of
February in the
year of our j-ord one thousand nine
hundred and twenty.
certain instrument purporting to
j-.
l)e a copy of the last will and testament of Grace M. Miller, late of Cincinnati. in the county of Hamilton and
state of Ohio, deceased, and of the probate thereof in said state of Ohio, duly
authenticated, having been presented
to the Judge of Probate for our sa.d
County of Hancock for the purpose of
ring allowed, filed and record*- 1 in the
Probate Court of our said County of
Hancock, and for letters of administration with the will annexed io he issued to Rufus King of said Cincinnati,
the executor named in said will having
declined to act as executor.
ORDERED. That notice thereof he
given to all persons interested therein by publishing a copy of this order tnree weeks successively in The
Ellsworth
a
American.
newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said County of
Hancock, prior to the second dav of
March. A.D.1920.that they may appear
at a Probate Court then to be held at
Ellsworth, in and for said County of
Hancock, at ten o’clock in the foreand show cause, if any they
noon.
have, against the same.
BERTRAND E. CLARK.
ludge ot‘ Probate,
A true copy.
Attest:
ROBERT P. KING.

small

of doing.
Pink ham Associates.
Inc..
309 Anderson St.. Portland. Maine.

MEN OR WOMEN TO TAKE ORDERS
among friends and neighbors for the
genuine guaranteed hosiery, full lines
for men. women and children.
Klimi
nates darning.
We pay 5«»t\ an hour
for spare time or $2 4 for full time. ExWrite.
Interperience unnecessary.
national Stocking Mill, Norristown. Pa.

SPECIAL
\\

NOTICES.

V It \ I M>.

Notice is hereby given that whereas
my wife. Olie Kane, of Sorrento in the
county of Hancock and State of Maine,
has without just cause left my home,
care and support, now. therefore, for
proper cause 1 will hereafter pay no
bills of her contracting and warn all
persons not to extend to her any credit
on my account.
Dated. January 3.
1920,
Sorrento.
Maine.
E- KAXE.

_JOHN

NOTICE.
I hereby
give my son. Austin Y.
Frazier.
eommorant
of
Ellsworth.
Maine, his time during the remainder
of his minority;I will pay none of his
bills nor collect any of his earnings on
or after this date.
CHARLES C. FRAZIER.
New York. Feb. 16. 1920.
FREE

TO

ninl

SEND US THE
lady friends and
free a useful
novelty. Send stamp to cover
mailing. Write quick.
Burnart Novelty Company. Bath. Maine.

j
!

NEW YORK

That notice thereof be given to all
persons interested, by causing a copy
of this order to be published three
weeks successively in The Ellsworth
a
new-saper
American,
published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they
may appear at a probate court to be
held at Ellsworth on the second day of
1920.
at
ten
of the
March A. D.
clock in the forenoon .and be heard
huh.
thereon if the* sBodmsn.
late
of
the city
Edward C.
county and state of New York, deFinal account of George M
ceased.
Hodman, executor, filed for settlement
Kathleen U Coombs, late of Winter
Harbor, in said county, deceased. First
ami final account of Harry L* Crabtree,
administrator, filed for settlement
Fred A. Carver, late of Hog Island,
First and
in said county, deceased.
of Ralph
II. Condon,
final account
executor, filed for settlement
Robert Kaighn. late of Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. deceased. Petition tiled
by Walter S. Mclnnes and Ellen K Mr.
Innes executors of the last will and
testament of said deceased, that the
amount of the inheritance tax on (he
«state of said deceased be determined
by the Judge of Probate.
Josephine E. Carpenter, late of bar
pe.
Harbor, in said county, deceased
titlon filed by Agnes Carpenter and
Edith Carpenter Macy. executrixes of
the last will and testament of said
deceased, that the amount of the inherltance tax on the estate of said deceased. be determined by the Judge of

prooate.
Augustine G. Parker, late of BrookFirst
i lin. in said county, deceased
and final account of Harold D. Powers,

administrator, filed for settlement.
William O. Emery, late of Sullivan.
First and
said county, deceased.
final account of Elisabeth H. Emery,
administratrix, filed for settlement.
Mabolm
Graves.
A.
\\.
Bernice
Arnold K.
Alice V. Graves.
Graves.
Graves. l«awrla N. Graves. Raleigh P.
Graves and Virginia G. Graves, minors.
Pe<
,utn
Dtsc-rt, in said county
tition filed by Alice T. Graves, guardian. for license to sell certain r• .11 estate of said minors, situated in Mount
Desert and Bar Harbor, and mwr- fully
described in said petition.
Pearl 8. Grindle. of Sedgwick, in said
First and final account of Ida
county.
1Dodge, guafciian. filed for settlement.
Eugene Hale, late of Ellsworth, in
First account
said county, deceased.
of Clarence Hale and Frederick Hale,
executors, filed for settlement.
late
of KUsRhoda A. Hamilton,
Peworth, in said county, deceased
tition that James E. Young or some
other suitable person be appoint, d admlnistralor of the estate of said deceased.
presented by said James L.
Young, son of said deceased.
Clarence M. Hooper, late of Sedgl-ast
wick. in suid county, deceased,
account of Julian II. Hooper, administrator. filed for settlement.
Ki'zni
R. Jones, of Brooksville. in
ount
First and final n
said county.
of Fred J. Perkins, guardian filed for
settlement.

! In

1

STATE OP MAINE.
cor NT Y OF HANCOCK ss
To the Honorable Justice* of the Supreme Judicial Court next to be held
at
Ellsworth
within
and
for
the
County of Hancock on the fourth
of April. A. D. 1920.
TuesdayHannah
Mary
Gray, of said Ellsworth.
libels and gives information
that she is the wife of Winfield Scott
Gray; that she was lawfully married
to the said Winfield Scott Gray on the*
third day of May. A. D. 1918. at Buxton. England, by Rev. Father Frederick
Hind; that they lived together as busband and wife at said Ellsworth from
May. 1918. till November. 1919; that
libelant
has
your
always conduct
ed herself toward her said husband as
a
faithful, true and affectionate wife;
that her said husband has been cruel
a
<1 abusive in bis treatment of her;
that he has treated her with extreme
trueity, that his habits ar*- gross and
confirmed habits of intoxication from
the use of intoxicating liquors.
That
there is no collusion between them to
obtain a divorce.
Wherefore she prays that a divorce
may be decreed to her; that she may
be allowed to resume her maiden
name.
Mary Hannah Whittaker; that she may
recover her costs of this libel, and that
she may be allowed reasonable alimony.
And your libelant alleges that the
libelee is out of the .State of Maine,
that the residence of the libelee is not
known to the libelant, and cannot be
ascertained
by reasonable diligence
.nd she prays that this court will order notice of this libel by publication
iu The Ellsworth American,
HANNAH GRAY,
v»
.subscribed
and sworn to this 4th day
of February. A. D. 1920.
Before me.
FRED L. MASON.
Justice of the Peace.

NATIONAL SURETY CO.

t,eeJ:
HEKehV

ORDERED:

Register.

LADIES.

names of five of your
we will mail you absolutely

MAINE.

To all persons interested in either nf
1
the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Ellswortx
in and for the County of Hancock
the tenth clay of
February tn ’th«
year of our Lord one thousand
hundred and twenty and by adjourn
third
the
from
ment
day of said Fehl
ruary A. D. 1920 term of said court"
The following matters having
presented* for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated. IT 18
1

Register.

writing

sion.

I am a Filipino.” he replied.
The great call of the war was
“How's that?” asked the lady.
“I j heard and answered
by him as by
|
thought they were all savages living in ( millions of young men everywhere,
the woods.”
He entered the aviation corps, where
“Well, I’ll tell you how 1 came here.” he was employed in the construction
thank
“quite smart,
department, being for the most of the
“A month before 1 iefi the
you;
quite be said.
smart."
Philippines I was living in the woods i war at San Antonio. Tex. For a
btt the American Governor decided to short time before the armistice he
served
in
Virginia.
Immediately
POLITICAL NOTES.
catch as many wild men as possible,
after bis discharge he entered the
train them and send them over nere.
office of the Charles Main Co. in BosPercy G. Sargent of Sedgwick has So here I am. Just as
And : ton. and began what all who were inyou see.”
announced his candidacy for the rethe St. Louis lady actually believed terested in his career hoped would be
publican nomination for State sena1
him.
a long and successful work
tor.
While in the service he had marThat is what you would call fancies
Percy T. Clarke of Stonington has
ried Miss Arna Shaffer of Philadelannounced his candidacy for the re- about the Philippines.
The fact is,
publican nomination as representa- however, that the 11.000.000 Filipinos phia. and after his settlement in Boston they had established a home in
tive to the legislature from the class
and their ancestors have been civilized
Cambridge. Several years ago Mr.
towns of Sedgwick. Deer Isle. Stonand Christians for 300 years; that the
Foster had been obliged to submit to
ington. Isle au Haut and Long Island non-Christian
to
population, according
a severe surgical operation, from the
plantation.
the census of 1918, is only 500.000. and effects of which he did not
fully reeve
these are not all uncivilized.
cover.
Sudden and painful attacks
Death of James L. Treadwell.
Another fancy is that not until the of illness had become frequent; and
James L. Treadwell, one of the
a severe onslaught of this
older residents of the up-river sec- coming of the Americans were school
malady in
tion of Hancock county, and wel! buildings seen in the Islands, roads recent days made operative interference
again imperative.
To this he
known in Ellsworth, died last Thurs- built, or substantial houses erected
day at his home in Amherst, at the Do you know that for hundreds of submitted, and from it he had r.ot
sufficient
to
of
strength
recover.
His
age
seventy-nine years.
years the Filipinos have had colleges
death occurred at th? Homeopathic
Mr.
Treadwell
had
lived
the and schools and
that
the University of hospital in Boston February 3.
greater part of %is life in Amherst,
Herbert Foster leaves an enviable
and will be greatly missed in that Santo Tomas is only twenty-five years
ol<Vr
than
Harvard?
That as ^r'y as memory of life and work. His record
community. He was a carpenter bv
had 1 ta a clem on from boyhood.
trade.
I860 out of a pwwlaflon of 4 000000
I
manner wa
He was a veteran of the Civil war, people, there v *re
genin' and un.issumI schools for i.oys
having enlisted at the age of twenty- and S33 for girls'; That in 1892, e.gia i' v. his attltud toward 1.f,- ..rnest
and
two years in the 26th Maine
kindly. His clear and unsullied
regi- years before the coming of the Amerithought of life was manifested in
ment, Co.
C. and advanced to the
cans, tliere were 2.137 schools?
many
ways, in none more completely
rank of corporal.
He was mustered
“To grant self-government to Luzon
than in h
devoted attendance upon
out August 17. 1863. at
Bangor. He under
the service; of the church.
Aguinaldo would be like grantwas a member of Lygonia
Wherlodge. F.
ever
lie was, iiiis goodly habit was
and A. M.. of Ellsworth.
ing self-government to an Apache resnever
neglected.
From far-away
He leaves a widow, one daughter
ervation under some local chief.*' Thus
Texas there came to his pastor at
Mrs. Bertha Getchell of Brewer, and spoke a former President of the United
home a warm testimony to his faiththree sons. Lyndon E. Treadwell of States
durin? tie Fillpino-American fulness in this
regard.
In these
Ellsworth, Arthur H. Treadwell of v ar. Exaggeration could he
an excuse
days marked by the neglect of the
Amherst and Alwyn J. Treadwell of
at a time when the dignity of the A :
church
on
the
Orono.
part of so many, young
Another son. Glendon R..
erican people demanded the extinction
and old. the 1 oydltv of this
died two years ago.
young
man becomes more notable.
The funeral was held at the home of Filipino opposition, hut do you know
He gave promise ct steady adthat the Philippine Republic, hef ore the
in Amherst Sunday afternoon. Rev
vancement in his profession, and had
Ida Garland officiating.
There was American occupation of the islands,
already won the encomiums of those
a large attendance of
friends, and a l ad the approval of prominent Ameriwith
whom, he worked.
His service
profusion of beautiful flowers.
The cana who were on the spot—like John
for the country set the crowning
bearers were L. E. Treadwell. A J
Barrett, Director of the Pan-American mark upon
a
brief, but we!!-:peut
Treadwell. F. O. Silsbv and Peter
Union, who compared it favorably with
life; pj it ha. indeed, in each numMcDonald.
he Japanese governmen-?
That Ad
berless instances.
The truer intermiral
eons.deieil
Dewey
the
Given Mountain Pomona.
Filipinos pretation of such short lives would
be er fitted for self govern e--* •' an
be that in some more glories sphere
is
the
Following
program for the
the riie-: Architect and Builder has
h.* Cuban-'? That they had drafted a
meeting of Green Mountain Pomona
larger and completer work awaiting
with Nicolin grange Feb. 21constitution at Uataios Which Cl
ed
their
enfranchised souls.
he app * ei of distinguished Repul.
Grange
A young wife, father, mother and
Business
li nrs like the late S-nator (leorge F
sisters are left to grieve for his swift
Address of welcome
C C Camber
U"
at before the cote
f be
:ig
Passing.
Response.
They have the fullest symEdith R|ee
r.
! -> had produced national
pathy of all.
The funeral services
Paper. "Relation of Grange to
• ef.w*
l.ke
he
were
held
Jose
at his Ellsworth home on
Politics."
mart.,red
Ilijmi,
George E Davis
co
i
v
S.
ce<’
g
Rev.
R. B. Mathews offiFebruary
em
Singing.
Repx'.'
congress
Celia Foss.
The folios ing
Tailiciating.
on, I'.fpie- ntative Os,per. as the
beautiful
S Scott Estey
words seem peculiarly
Recess for dinner
ies‘ vic.it
"hat h:.s ever fallen into
appropriate.
A
wuy.
®inBincte clc.ches of
Grange
tyranny?
Cornering degree of Pomona
And ,lo y«.
know I at the Fllip:ni>*
I can not say. and I will not
say
Bertha Estey
e I.
; liei f r hundreds of
That he is dead—He is Just
years any
Talk.
The Possibilities Ahead of
away!
a :e s. stem Mood di
With
a
diction
or royal
cheery smile and a wave of the
^ s
Rev R B Mathews
a.
hand
il;es. am. tiiut. unlike their oriental
Recitation. .Celia Foss
He has wand
-tei
liiov are the only Christian
Paper on life of Abrwham Linpeoland..
colnple in 'l.e orient?
Mrs Clarence Young
And left us dreaming how
s'
very fair
IV
.e
Maurice Googins
have pictured aD ignorant
It
needs must be. since he lingers
Talk on George
tunas .,f ;
Washington.
Ipinns. Illiterate, poor, livthere.
By Lecturer utg a life of servitude for a few
And you— O, you, who the wildest
Singing. “America”
it.v iuud owners and fore ti.eis
yt-arn
-0v*te no in
tses or farms or
property I For lht* old-time step and the glad reBrooklin < lub.
of their n
turn.
n.
Do you know that 70
Roxbury. Mass.. Feb. 16 (special)
Think of him faring on, as dear
—Mr. and Mrs. William Giles enter- uer ceiia >■ the people above ten years
In the love of There as the
f age cut: read and write and that this
love of
tained the members of the Brooklin
Here;
club at their home. 312 Dudley
erven’are of literacy is almost as high
And loyal still as he gave the
blows
s
street, this city. Saturday
si.
O' the suites of the Union*'
evening.
Of his warrior strength to his
country’s
Feb. 7
Bad tiuTveling conditions
t is lug' it than in
any country
foes.
prevented
from
many
South Ati
attending,
a. higher than the lit
| Think of him still as the same. I say
there being only twenty-one present’
■;ny of the Span sit people, and un
i® not dead—He Is just
away.
but everyone voted it “a right good
ust
lay above 'tut of any of the
time."
After a fine entertainment
■o
countries re. '.gauged in Europe?
There is mors catarrh in this secprovided by the committee, refresh>o you know that there are a million
th« country than all other
ments
were
served.
All
extend |
diseases put together, and for
I
nd
a
years it
half
farms iD the Philippines
thanks to Mr. and Mrs. Giles for
was
supposed to be incurable.
Doctors prescribed local
their hospitality.
nd that ltd per rent, of these farms
remedies, and by
The next meeting will be held at 1 rer>" null hy Filipinos. In other words. j constantly failing to cure with local
treatment.
pronounced
it
incurable,
G. W. Herrick’s, 7 Wheeler street
at
catarrh is a local disease,
out of the 11,000.000 Uhr.stian
greatly influenced by
Somerville. Mass.. March 20.
constitutional conditions
Hipihos, 8,OOUOt.t0 of them at least die and therefore
requires constitutional
•i
their own farms, with houses of
treatment.
Hall s
Catarrh* Medicine.
by F. J. Cheney & Co..
c.i own, independent of
Peculiar Strike.
"Sutured
any absentee
Toledo.
Ohio, is a constitutional remand lord or foreign master?
One nf the novel strikes on record
18
Tliut 01
internally and acts
through the blood on the mucous surer <ent. of Use
was
that of smugglers which ocurban property eonof 'he
system.
One Hundred
of
houses
curred on the German-Polish frontier
sring
and lands is owned
is offered for any case
r'lw-lcd
that Hall
s Catarrh
Medicine fails to
y the nutives of ihe Philippines, and
some
years
Extensive smugago.
S‘‘nd for circulars and testlnly 9 per cent, is in the hands of for
gling operations were being carried on.
* CO.,Toledo. Ohio.
gners? Yet tliese are facts cabled by
who
principally
women
through
ri1 ,V>s druggists. 75c.
Hull
crossed into Germany two or three
•ring thwernor Charles Emmett Yea
Family Pills for constipation.
r
to the War Department from the
times a day in ragged clothing, reent i-en us estimates.
WANTED.
turning in costumes of the latest
fashion.
Having solemnly ; romised the FUi- man capable of
From the smuggling organisetting up and
i-ios
their
sation the women received less than
independence and having irtii 5 care ,of Way moth and Wilder
>ne before the world as the
DO cents a day. so they struck for
Steady
champion wftrv LHWOOdAturninR lathes. B“
*
f self-determination, the Filipino
higher wages, and won.
pen
ie cannot understand how America
young men for RAILWAY mail
tn consistently refuse to make
Experience unnecgood
es*sakrv *f° I?onth-particulars
Defective Camouflage.
examinatEEEP
For/tee
hese promises.
tions. writeR. Terry (former govern“Teacher” had gone to the movies
ment exam,* gg4 ConU
t
IT1)
ashington, D. C.
with a bachelor who chose
-LIMATE OF THE PHILIPPINES
young associates as a sort of
camouflage for
his own nge. The next
The Philippine Islands have a mild
morning she
received the following greeting from
y tropical climate.
The nights art
Subscribe for the American
one of her
ool and sunstrokes are unknown. Tht
pupils:.“Oh. leac'a-r. I saw
*1.50 a year in advance
you at the show last night. Was that
record
for
the past thirty
temperature
your papa with you?"
years shows an average ef 80 degrees
project In fair way of consummation,
and a steam lumber mill likely to be
erected on the shore of Leonard lake
in the spring. Ellsworth is feeling

•

for

a

STATE OF

STATE OF MAINE.
! HANCOCK 89
At a probate court held at Ellsworth
In and for saia County o/ Hancock on
the third day of February, in the year
of our Ivord one thousand nine hundred
i and twenty.
instrument
purporting
certain
A
will
last
the
of
a
to
be
copv
and testament of Griffin Taylor Miller
late of Cincinnati, in the county of
Hamilton, and state of Ohio, deceased,
and of the probate thereof in said state
of Ohio, duly authenticated, having
been presented to the Judge of Probate
for our said County of Hancock for the
purpose of being allowed, filed and recorded in the Probate Court of our said
County of Hancock, and for letters of
administration with the will annexed
to
be issued to Rufus King of said
Cincinnati, the executor named in sai l
will having declined to act as executor.
Ordered. That notice thereof be
given to all persons interested therein,
by publishing a copy of this order
three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed
at Eilsworth. in said County of Hancock. prior to the second day of March.
A.
that
D. 1920.
they may appear
at a Probate Court then to he held at
Ellsworth, in and for said County of
Hancock, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
and show cause, if any they
have, against the same.
BERTRAND E. CLARK.
Judge of Probate.
A true copy.
Attest.
ROBERT P. KING.

Petition
deceased.
said
in
county,
Lufkin or Home
that
Woodbury C.
other suitable person be appoint'd administrator of tin estate of said detiled
ceased. without gixing bond. pr<
none
by Woodbury C. Lufkin, son of said
<1* censed
14121.585.08
Rufus O. Parker, late of Cast in- :n
2.840,556.68
at
Petition
said county, deceased.
2.412,276.85
4Judith M. Parker or some other
ble person Ik* appointed administrator
4.500.00
of said decease
of
the
estate
pre128.575.61
Parker, widow of
sented by Judith M
9**5,162.80
sjiid deceased.
Bloomfield Reed, late of Sou" west
Gross assets.
$20,555,603,24
dc« used.
in
said
Harbor,
county.
Dedu -t items not »• ritted. 1.246.681.18
Final account of Ferdinand K. lU*ed.
administrator, filed for settlem- nt
Admitted assets.
$19,308,922.06
deorpe Edwin Kirk, late of Bar HarfA
bor. in said county, deceased..
LIABILITIES DEC. 31.1919.
the
tain instrument purporting U>
Net unpaid losses.
last will an<l testament of said de$2,017,183.10
ceased. together with petition for proUnearned premiums.
5.067.777.82
bate thereof and for the appointment
AH other liabilities.
1,723.730.26
1.
of the executor without giving
Cash capital,
5,000.000.00
presented by Edward Kirk, the «\. utor Unrein named.
Surplus over all liabilities. 5.500.230.88
Abby S. Robinson, late of Ellsworth,
in said county, deceased.
ruin
A
Total liabilities and surinstrument purporting to be tin last
RiCS.
$19,308,922.06
will and testament of said de--.iis.-i
together with petition tor probate
STATE OF MAINE.
thereof ami for lh»> appointment «>f tne
COUNTY OF HANCOCK ss
ex.
utrix
without
giving bond, prej
sented by
February 12. A. D. 1920.
Alice H
Scott,
ex.
utrix
Taken this 12th day of February. A.
therein named.
D
192"
n
execution dated January
Lewis F. Sawyer, late of Tremont in
Rti.. A. I >. 192". issued on a judgment
said county, deceased.
Petition that
STATE OF MAINE.
render"
by the Ellsworth municipal
Heber O. Sawyer or some other s iita«
rt at ;t term thereof begun and held
ble person be appointed administrator
HANCOCK ss
at Ellsworth, within and for su 1 counof the estate of sab! deceased, without
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
ty of Hancock, on the first Tuesday of
i»In Vacation.
giving bond, presented by Hel..
January, v. D. 192". to wit. on the 13ih
Ellsworth. February 5. A. D. 1920
Sawyt-r. son and heir-at-law of said
day ot January. A. D. 1920. in favor of
deceased.
liUil
Ordered
Joseph Dondis. of Long Island Planta- ; That the libellant give notice to
Holsie M. Atkins, a minor, of Cranth«
tion.m said county of Hancock,
against said lihelle*- to apear before the Jusberry Isles, hi said county. Petition
Herman Anderson and Kmiiv Ander1
filed by Charles \V. Bracy. guardian,
Supreme Judicial Court
,°,ur
son. both of said i-ong Island Plantato be holden at Ellsworth,
for license to sell certain r**ai
it«*
within and
t
n
for s:\ty-nine dollars and fortyof said minor, situated in said
*or
the County of Hancock, on th«
rimeight cents debt or damage, am! four<**“«•> Turnday of April. A. I),
berry Isles and more fully desi-ni <1 in
is-o, by said
teen dollars and sixty-eight cents costs
petition.
publishing anau.-stej copy of sai.l if.
ot suit, and wll be sold at
Lu< >- s. Temple. late of Buck sport,
and
public auc- bel
this
order
thereon,
three
tion. at the Sheriff s Office, in said Ellsin
said
weeks successively in the
deceased.
Petition
county.
Ellsworth
worth. to the highest bidder, on the
filed by Theodore H. Smith, adm.tusAmerican, a newspaper printed In Ells-; tii day of March. A. p. I**.*
a; ten
worth In our county of
trator, for license to sell certain
al
the
Hancock,
0 clock
in the forenoon, the
estate
of said deceased, situated in
ast publication
following
to
be thirty days at
described r.-al estate and all th
said
right least prior to the fourth
and
Bucksport.
more
fully
tab and interest which the sail HerTuesday o! described in said
April next, that she may there and
petition.
man Anderson has and had in
and to then m our said Court
Rufus O. Parker. late of Castin* in
the same on the 17th day of
appear and
said county, deceased.
November
at
answer to said libel.
Petition
A. D. 1919. at two o'clock
and 2" miuB.
Alice
Coombs or some other hti.' iWe
LI ERE B. DEASY.
utts in the afternoon, the tim
be appointed adniinistr p
person
of
when
Justice
of
the
Jud.
the sain, was attached on the writ
Sup.
Court
the estate nt said deceased, pr*
,n
t.-d
A true copy of the Jtbel and
order of
the earn, suit to wit:
One and oneby George W Parker, a son of s
court thereon.
dehalt
acre
of
land
more
or
ceased.
less
Attest
T.
F.
MAHONEY.
and
the
buildings
and
I
Leslie
A.
wharf
it
Carter,
M
late
of
thereon
Clerk.
situated
on
the
Desert, in said county, deceased.
easterFirst
ly side of lx>ng
Island
and final account of Kiston A Cu
1
Harbor, at
r.
EOKEt l.(lsl»E NOTICE.
renchhoro. in said Long Island Planexecutor, filed for settlement.
tation. formerly owned and
Brackett u. Archer, of
frank L Gilley, late of Sout
occupied l.v I ,,.itriaviUe,
st
Hamock
-'torse, and known as the \Vm. M
county, Maine, by
2,
Harbor, in said county, deceased
Pehis mortgage deed
1
dated the "7 th
Property, so called, and now octition that Philip F. M Gilley or s me
d.iy of May. A. D. 1^16. and recorded in
by
Herman
other suitable p.-rson be appoint'd dAnderson.
Hancock
Reference to deed
County ic-gistry of Deeds,
from
Sylvester in book all.
ministrator of the estate «»f smd depage li>7. mortgaged to
recorded in Hanceased, presented by Maud H
* r,'an
«y.
Dickey, of Amherst. Hancock
K
Dt**d8 ln b<>ok 430.
widow of said deceased
,‘ounty
Maine,
a
page359. is hereby made for
certain lot or parcel
further
Nancy N. Sawyer late of Bar Maror land situated in said
r*al
and
MariaviHe.
»nd
all
'ion
P
deceased
tlit right and interest
bounded and described as follows to I Vwl** *county,
which the sa d
f* Phebe S Rodick or som.- other
at a Stake &
Anderson has or had on said
.Stones
suitable person be
on the County road six rods
appointed admire*l«th day of November. A. I>.
southerly
1919 tQ
d.
trom
the
l.he ‘‘State of said dec.
house on the Brackett (f
conveyance of said real estate
by
UL giving bond, presented by
Treadwell homestead lot; thence
tract with William M Teel.
I heoe S. Rodick.
north
daughter of s.i d deforty-two degrees east twelve rods to ceased.
WARD W. WESCOTT
stake and stones, thence west
thirtyAlbert II Lullum late of Ellsworth.
Sheriff!
dt«r*«» north eighty rods to the in Slid
*ncounty, deceased.
\ cert..
rwnr.i i.UM KK.
ot
homestead I strunient purporting to be the la
lne
H
the
being
line
° Burnham, forsurveyed
by I an 1 testament of said
tob
Char
es
n»erl> of Franklin. Hancock count v
Goodwin
thence on said
i:' Gier with
petition for probate thereline to a point on said line,
said point
of and for the
deed
appointment <f the
being west thirty-eight degrees north
-xecutor
without
bond pregiving
ot
*iy
executor
Lullum.
1
Parallel with the said second named
named in said will.
bounds or line to the
deeds. August IS, 1904, in hook 404
place of
ss B“«"trand E.
Clark. Jude "f
ning containing six acres more or
less
C?ur' »t Elleworth thin tenth
the
February In the ye..<
18
F1°rence Arthousand nine hundred
u.,1
ana
twenty.
Also another lot or
parcel of land
ROBERT P. KINO. Regis! r.
eontainmg thirty acres moreor k-sssUA true copy.
a,"> bounded on
th hv' lhe above
described lot:
Attest:
ROBERT P. KINO
the
Regi-’-r
or J T'
A

ASSETS DEC. 31,
Real estate.
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Mo
and bonds.
Cash i.: olfio- and bank.
s balaiU
Ag
Rills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

1919.

$81,065.22
61.881.00
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'Vherjas
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V»uJ}‘e-d

,8ald,
cocife2*fn'
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B^inrilnS

Ion.
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j555?iiiihewRh
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buildlnfV therco”:

Ind hem-WJ,h

hanyki°4eTaws oWe*S?W« SrD^MoT"

5S.nSs"a«"hb,'"h-^-«r

“hi dno?tha
l.n

whurh

either in

beyr*c°rdea>dee!d«!,$I
Kta
1 may

,n

any way entitled.

aether’*wlTh“?£
with the
gemer

DickTl8
Albion ik yi,
ban

?

Su

deed. tomor!P*e
and debt thereby

note

by the said l>
undersigned.

the

m*'

a°f

December.

Sow" &onreanbdy V"'

-Tai^'roi^f

HANCOCK COUNTY SAVINGS
BANK.
By its attorney.
Kllaworth. Maine,

Fe£*3°*!w.G“eS-

rof
|'orrt.on<-

,Hr'aV.U1"

*aouth8^>y iand'^of
and"to“^yrilB„hdtalVVea|lle«mt"t^teMtid LheMa:rE^al^d
said
to

*of

If!

r^npa£l
°i48hof da,',f
Resist™ l?*nr ?ald

rrcord«<

(Loyal Protective
Insurance Co.

I h book

Hancock County

and whereas the
rondfuon of
'"ortKaBe is broken
,sald
broken now therefore, by
JfasonTfn*
of *“e breach of
the condition
h
L.
An ne? 'assten**'
arener.
lhe>holder
s?id Albion
assignee and
cf
oiortRaBe. claim a foreclosure of 22
Afoij

a

'SKttt
Dated. Jan
28th. 1920

o! m>

Boston,

Mass.

ASSETS DEC. 31. 1919.
Stocks and bonds.
457.787 59
Cash in office and bank.
147.399 2*
All other assets.
6.463 59

y

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS.

ALICE H. SCOTT,
Specialty made of
;
T' PEWRITING.
ACCOUNTING ANI
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK
^ nion Safe
e,5,*
Deposit & Trust Pn

5S5."*b..'s.-

ALBION L. ARCHER.
B> Fred L Mason.

'issfafci&S

-His

PAUPER notice.

having

to/

contracted

t°hosEe"Swh°or,h„t0

worth

Attorney.

I

fnrhW*®*

it

with the
8ubPort and

Tare

re**d*nts Of

Ells-

SSfi.TnJ^uS Jt'JRS fSSJW
?ofr TSS. “a? t«r&UV8M. R.

CARLISLE.

Gross assets.

$611 650 35

Admitted assets.
$611,650
LIABILITIES DEC. 31.1919.
Net unpaid losses.
$117,500
t'ncarned premiums.
161,864
All other liabilities.
27.058
Cash capital.
100.000
Surplus over all liabilities. 205.227
Total

35
09
90

56
06
79

liabilities and surplus. $611,650 35

on

from

1 Continued

1.]

Page
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Ellsworth
save it
did
not
ask to
down,
being torn
1
the investment,
a profit from
-h received 15 more than the
,.
,.' nt put in. at the generous sugCarroll.
Mr.
Special
of
.,,,
is due .1. Stephen Donovan, the
save the
to
in
the
plan
mover
I’1
and the man who solicited
The
I scrlptions to the fund.
i,.
,.
iic pas now been turned over
Shoe
Kelt
Co.,
organirrolt
Vwith a capital of $100.(100, fully
months
the
facsix
Within
t. j
expects to he employing 125
of approxihan,i- with a pay-roll
The trustees
$2 500 weekly.
in
a letter enfund,
lie building
the check to each sub.jojonu
"Very few if any-of
r, .,r. said:
men

'Til--spirited

bought this building

£

current event?.
The McDowell
afternoon at the home of Mrs. W. 13
Mills afforded one of the
finest musical programs ever
presented In EllsMrsAllon P. Royal took up
'Tortdthe life of the
composer and his
style, which was illustrated
by the 1
following
program:
Romance. 1
Tarantella. Mrs. G. N.
Shadow Dance. Sea Pieces. Mrs.
C. I

affairs

LOCAL

to

..

J*a.

Woodland Sketches—
P- Wiggin;
Wild Rose," “In Alitumn,"
Jo
To
Water

■‘‘.'ll,

ibscribers expected

to

again

see

The unexof their money.
has happened, and will give
Let's
courage to try again.
boosting.
banquet, installation and rei,,r

,,,

lit,
V

*K

Hlanquefort commandery,

,f

,u

;

ATTRACTION OF FAR EAST

Wden;

■

jhe

MANILA CARNIVAL

j

ABOUT

Dilv.-^—Mfei

Hazel
Cliles; Songs—"The Robin
Sings in I
the Apple Tree,” Slumber
Song,” i
D. Cral)tree: Scotch poem, !
Rachel Haynes; Praeludium, Mrs.
G •
N. Worden.

Rheumatism is a constitutional disease, manifesting itself in local aches
and pains, inflamed joints and (stiff
muscles. It cannot be cured by local
or external applications.
It must

have constitutional treatment.
Take a course of the great bloodpurifying and tonic medicine, Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, which corrects the acid
condition of the blood on which
rheumatism depends, and gives permanent relief.
This medicine combines, with excellent alteratives and
tonics, what is generally conceded to
ho the most effective agent in the
treatment of this disease.
If a cathartic or laxative is needed
take Hood’s Pills. Purely vegetable.

-o-

WOODEN

MILL

DEVELOPMENT.

Boston Men

Secure Option on the ;
Dews Mill.
A project which
contemplates the
development of the water power at ^
| tlle Dews woolen mill on Branch i
P°nd stream, a change in the nature
of tile mill, and an increased
operi “lion, employing
some
twenty-five

j

the big social event of each hands, seems in a fair way of being
vl:: in Ellsworth, took place last closed.
Massachusetts
men
of
The banquet was served at
evening.
; large
experience and a developed
This was followed by the inmarket for felt and felt specialties
stallation exercises, a special feature
i,f hich was the presentation of have secured an option on the propommander’a jewels to all past ; erty.
.iinlers. and of medals to memfor
These men. Messrs. Orlich, Beckof the commandery who served
t„
Dancing followed ] "dth and Tompson, of Boston, whose
in the late war.
attention was called to this plant at
the installation.
Ellsworth by L. M. Carroll of the
John C. Meader, one of the old
ant! substantial citizens of the Dol- Carroll Felt Shoe Co., visited Ellslar-Mown section of West Ellsworth, worth last week, and were
very favMr. Meader, son of
died Monday.
Mien and Sarah (Copp) Meader. was orably impressed with the’ opporNext week they will come
born March 3. LS43, in the same sec- tunity.
tion of Ellsworth, and had always I here with an engineer who will look
an
industrious
there,
leading
live,]
over the project with a view to estilife of farmer and woodsman, rear- mating the
possibilities to which the
worthy family of children, water
ing
be
power
may
developed.
bearing himself as a good citizen, ] There is
already a thirty-foot head at
and living close to the golden rule. this dam, with the
rights of water
He married Miss Amanda Ridley of from Branch
pond fully protected.
Prospect fifty-seven years ago. and By running a penstock farther
up
for fifty-six years they have lived in
| stream, it is believed a sixty-foot
the same house where Mr. Meader head
would
be
obtained,
which
His widow survives him. with
died
would give all the power required.
five children—Frank A. of Skowhe- 1 The
matter of power development
A. of Wakefield. N. H..
John
gan.
alone seems to be one on which the
Horace H. of Millerton, N. Y.. Miss
project rests, and if the engineer's
Persia E. and Byron H. Meader of
is
favorable, there Is apThe funeral was held at ! report
Ellsworth.
parently every likelihood that the
ihe home this afternoon. Rev. R. H.
deal
will
be
closed.
:
Moyle officiating.
The matter of location does not
The woman's club will meet Tues- bother the gentlemen Interested, in
day afternoon. Feb. 24. at the home the least.
The motor truck
has
of Miss M. A. Clark on Park street. solved the transportation problem.
Rev R. Ii. Mathews will give a talk It is power they are after.
■

|

|

I

j
j
!

|

j

j
!

This is the season of the year when
development of resources of the archithe Philippines become the playground
pelago ns that which is offered the
for the entire orient.
It is carnival visitor at the carnival city.
season in Manila*.
In the evenings the carnival becomes
In 1908 the first Philippine carnival the center of
Philippine and oriental
was held on historic Wallace Field in
social activity.
A huge open air audiManila In February, when the climate torium serves for the elaborate
nightly
of the islands is at Its best, and eacli balls, and on its mammoth floor thousucceeding year there has been a larg- sands of couples swing together to the
er
and
more elaborate
celebration. strains of music furnished by the faThe 1920, or Victory Carnival, will be mous
Constabulary and other military
the greatest event of its sort ever held bands.
Probably at no other place in
anywhere in the Far East.
the world will one see an equally ImThere are commercial and govern- pressive cosmopolitan spectacle.
ment exhibits in connection with the
The Manila visitor who can plan his
carnival, and on no other occasion is it trip to arrive at the Pearl of the Orient
possible to gain at once such a com- for carnival time may well deem himprehensive Idea of the production and | self fortunate.

|

LHow

Would You Like to Harvest Two Crops
of Com a Year as They Do in the Philippines?
A

Matter of Priority.
While the people of Denmark are
glorying in the antiquity of their national flag, the “Dannebrog," which
claims the honor of seniority among
all the national flags, and are commemorating its origin in the thirteenth
century, Belgian and German patriots
are
scouring the Middle Ages on a
mission of vital import to their respecUNITED STATES RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION
WALKER 0. HINES, Olrector General of Railroads
tive flags. The new German state has
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
given indications of adopting for its
colors black, yellow and red, disposed Corrected to December
21,1919
horizontally. This hns aroused proBAR HARBOR TO BANGOR
tests In Belgium, which claims priority
PM
PM
in precisely the same colors, similarly
Bar Harbor..lv
....j. f9 40 t4 15
disposed, and patriotic societies are Sorrento..
t4 45
said to be forming to take action to Sullivan.
prevent Germany's adoption of them. Mt Desert Fy lv.tlO 30 f5 45
The Belgian claims are based on the Waukeag, 8 Fy.. 1. 10 36 5 51
Hancock.
10 39
5 54
colors of the princes of Flanders and Franklin Road. 10 47 f6 01
j Wash’gt’n June
03 6 20
Brabant in the thirteenth
century, ; Ellsworth. 11
11 11
6 27
while the German case is said to rest Ellsworth Falls
II 17
6 32
Nicolin.•.fll 32 f6 46
on the use of the colors in question by
Green Lake.
11 43
6 55
the ancient Germanic empire.
Phillips Lake.j.fll 52 f7 t)2
What's in

McKenzie’s...
Holden.
Brewer June.

“Douglas

'Aig!

Four-uml-a-tanner

Portland.ar.
Boston via
Portsmouth

bijou

PM

Boston via
Portsmouth lv.
*9 00
Boston via
Dover lv.

ODD

F-*=LI_I_0 WS

BUILDING

a

Jeanette).

KENYON—At Ellsworth, Feb. 5, to Mr.
and Mrs. James Mountfleld Kenyon, a
son (James Mountfleld. ir
LEACH—At Orland, Feb. 9. to Mr. and
Mrs. William A. Leach, a son (Norman Brent ley).
FATTEN—At Brewer. Feb. 13. to Miami Mrs.
Ralph H. Patten, a son
(Jarvis Hillman).
TAl'LEY—-At
W.-st Brooksville. Feb.
10, to Mr and Mrs. Jerome 1*. Tapley.

“When Men Desire”
a

Vo l-l-vil Kee\

ADMISSION 10 Mf«l 20 cent*. Plus War T

tx.

Ill)—**The Rainbow Trail’

(’'lining—Feh.

Gardiner, Jan. 26, to Mr
L. B. Betts, formerly of
Fulls, a daughter (Sylvia

I
1

I

Sullivan.. ..,ar
Sorrento.
Bar Harbor ..ar.

t8 55

f6 00

AM

pm

No, reader, this

Haddock is

..a*t

scarce, lur we can

supply

you, lb

15c

A full line of all kinds of Meats and Fresh Vegetables.
Try
Huini-u nde ■sausage Meat 25c
Head Cheese, :jOc It lias no equal.
Ground Bone for Ileus.

Highest price paid for Hides.

crops
the

Live poultry bought.

PAKCKL POST OltDKIt.S GlVR.N PROMPT

Water Street

on

MTKNI ION

Ellsworth,

Maine

Seed Prices For 1920
If You’Want to

String

dumbI
leas Green

n»
.35
.40
35
.40
.40

<

Pod

Bwart Horticultural

^ ',;ha,T'!n
r“tr'>

Bed

Bla< k

\

a

lent

in

e

Wax

Gol.i

BvO

\\ax. Rustless
Wax

Kidney
K‘<’,"'y

si'
®u‘

ar

°w Fanil. Yellow Eye
Improved Yellow Eye
HR\
K*:

Ns

vnn

ci

C?v
,

»

-3#
.20
.20
.20

2.75
2.75
2.00
3 00
1.25
1.35
1.35

.40
.40
.40

.75
.75
.75

2.75
2.75
2.75

o*

11

Golden
,er

75

.75
.*5
.55
65
.35
.35
.35

*.

»

l

No

;-.

1H

Crir

in
4

.40
.40
.30

9 7
_

(Pole)

ky Wonder
K's Horticultural
Bazy Wife’*

Hi ,
I>,.

2lt»
KDi
.65 $2.50
.75
2.75
65
*S"
.75
2.50
.75

...

n

(St0ck'

“

T“T!ih
Tankard

Imp

Sugar

Vi Hi

■1**
15
15
15
.15
.10

50
45
45
.45
.4 5

III
1,7°
175
150

iM
1.50
1.25

Ear v r" r
Jersey Wakefield
u»'iisli Ball Head
a..

BNRRot
Da:lV..rs Hn,f ,.oriB
Lon

N

E.4 I-.,.

White
Gold,.,

,.

(.y

(

OBby

p.

Ear'.-'
\
5 \
>ellow

t

i

t t

>|

,|,

Canada

ITHON

(

s#
85
.6u
.50

2 #0
8 00
2 00
1.50

.10

III

corn

a

year

are

produced

In

Islands.

The Philippines are doing some won
tierful things in the agricultural line.
The Philippine government has tine ag-1
ricultural schools throughout the is-j
lands, and the Philippine legislature,
composed entirely of Filipinos, is each
year making larger and larger appropriations for this important work.
ihe staple food of the islands is rice,
but corn is coming right along In popular favor. Its use was given great impetus in the last ye«ar because of a rice

day to prepare
themselves for the responsibility of
citizenship in the Philippine Republic,
which they believe to be near at hand.
working

night

and

Rice Terraces Are Worlds Masterpieces
.— -..—
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Yellow

Globe
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Parsnip.

Danvers

.40 1.25

4.50

.15

.50

1.50

2m

Mb

•8;>
85
.85
.85
.85
.8"
.85
.85
.85

5 70
5-70
5.70
5.7"
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5.7*'
5.7"
5.70

—

.15

44 "*
.50
.50
.50
.60

15

50
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GraUuB
Karly Mor”
Thos. Laxton
Sutton’s Excelsior
World’s Record
Dwarf Telephone
Prince Edward
Admiral Dewey

improved Telephone

45
15
.45
.45
.45
.45
.45
.45
.45

Everbearing
Stratcgem
Bliss

.Marrowfat
Canada Field
P*

.45
.30
.25
.15
«>*

.10
.10

.85
.50
.40
.25

%lb

Pickling
kVDIVK
"l‘

«
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Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 178-2.

Subscribe For

The Ellsw or th American
The Paper That Steps Coming When
Subs .ription Expires.
No more sub
scriptiun bills piling up unexpectedly.
Toil get what you pay for, but the
piper will not be forced
beyond ihat time.

PRICE, $1.50

days.

MEADER- At Ellsworth. Feb 16. John
C Meatier, aged 76 years, llmonths.
13 days.
Ml'RI’HY—At
Feb
Ellsworth,
16,
James Murphy, aged 67 years. *
SHAW—At Verona, Feb 14. J W Shaw,
aged 8'» years.
SNOW
At East Belfast. Feb. 1 4. Capt.
Alexander M Snow, native of Brooksville, aged 67 years. 3 months. 10

.35
.35

.45

1.50

H. W. DUNN

.45

1.50

Manufacturer and dealer in

HPIVACH
Thick Leaf
New Zealand

.10
.15

.30
.50

1.00
1.75

am ami
Warted Hubbard
Golden Hubbard
I delicious

.15
.15
.15

.50
.50
.50

1.75
1.75
1.75

Tip

Alt I>

II

1,2 MA,N STREETELLSWORTH, MA NE

change without notice. TERMS CASH.

M. B ESTEY & CO., Proprietors
Street.

'late

This is a photograph of the Ifugao igorrot rice terraces, which are among
the most remarkable of their kind in the world. They are one of the many
marvelous sights fnr the tourist to see in the Philippine Islands and are to be
found ill the Ifugao district of the Mountain province, Northern Luzon.
The height of these terraces, which are held up by stone walls, is from 4
It Is estimated there are 1*2,121 miles of
to 18 feet, averaging 8 feet high.
eight-foot Slone nails In the Ifugao terraces, which is approximately half
the distance art-urn! the world.
«
are skillfully Irrigated by water brought in troughs along
These
tlie preeipiinu- r. .ntaln sides ovei long distances.

have

We

are

in

market

the

White Birch,

Yellow

Mapli, also Poplar.

j.

urn Ip,

for

Bird',

or

Hock

Good Prices, ac-

cording to quality of sto.-k.
call at our office

Bound

Pleas

address

Hardwood Go.

Tablets end Markers

some

grown

Ellsworth. Me

...

Hardwood Wanted

!

128th YEAH

The Old Farmers Almanac

GARDEN SEEDS
Me

Laundry

NAPHTHA CLEANinu

Goods called for and delivered
"pedal attention to parrel post work

Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, Me.

.35 1.25

’•"IMP
H'lta ltaKa
.15
.50
1.75
Vellow Aberdeen
.45
1.50
.15
.15
.45
1.50
Strap Leaf
WHEAT. II4HI.EV. OATS. BK'K44 HEAT. MILLET. C'LOYEH, Etr.

Kinds of Laundry Work.

High Grade Granite and Marble Ellsworth
Monuments,

year

illsworth Steam

till) OF THA NKS.
We wish publicly to express our sinappreciation for many kindnesses
during the illness and after the death
of our husband and father. James 1,.
Treadwell.
Mrs. Aurelia S. Treadwell,
Mrs. Bertha Oatehell.
Lyndon E. Treadwell.
Arthur H. Treadwell,
Alwvn J. Treadwell.
Amherst. Me.. Feb. 16. 1920.

.15

I'll

you

■

CARD OF THANKS.
desire to publicly express our
gratitude and thanks to neigh- i
hors and friends for their kindness and
sympathy shown us in so many ways
in our recent bereavement; also for the
many beautiful floral offerings.
Arthur L. Higgins.
.Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Woodward.
Ellsworth. Feb, 16. 1920.

1.00
1.00

a

upon

Send your imoiH ,i id address, and a
$1 bill, now, and receive the paper for
ijjht months, or 50 cents (stamps if
more convenient) for four months.

re

.15

„44isfi

H. C. STRATTON
I
Win,
iTicea subject

TOWARD F. BRADY,

We

III

ING

Personal atentioii to all details.
Telephone
or mall orders promptly attended to.

TREADWELL—At Amherst. Feb. 12.
Janies I, Treadwell, aged 79 years. 5
months, y days.

5.70
3.15
2.40
1.50

t8 20

—

DIED.

>

t7 50

Twenty Veers' Experience.

BROWN—At
Naval
hospital. Portsmouth, Va. Merle C Brown of Trenton. aged IS years. 5 months, 1 day.
BURN'S—At New York. Feb. 2, William
A. Burns of Swan's Island, aged 40
years.
DONNELL—At Franklin. Feb. 4, Orin S
Donnell, aged 82 years. 27 days.
FOR I>—At
Hallo Well,
Feb
Miss
16.
Ford,
20
Margaret
aged
years.
3 months.
HOPKINS—At Bridgeport. Conn, Feb
1", Mrs Winnie L Hopkins, formerly
of Trenton, aged 42 years. 4 months.
JOHNSON—At Franklin. Feb 14. Nellie,
wife
of George
Johnson,
aged 55
years. 6 months. 16 days.
At
MALONEY
Spokane, Wash., Feb.
J 5. John Maloney, formerly of Ellsworth. aged 71 years. 11 months. 12

s.n>

5 00
5 03
f5 10

WORK; HONEST PRICES

'■'•EST

Blu7hTl 1*.

cere

Earliana
1.50
1.50
1.50
1,50

h

days.

Hnl|ow Crown

f4 52

Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.

>

PEfT^At

—

50
4 00
10
4 23
4 31
4 45

f4

Stops on signal or on notice to conductor.
Daily, Sundays included, t Daily, except
Sunday.
Dana e. douglass,
Federal Manager.
M. L. HARRIS,
General Passenger Agent.

PLUM

AST BURY
HOC
Peb. n. by Rev. R. M. Trafton, Mrs.
Nettie Astbury to Roland S. Hooper,
both of Bluehill.
INGALLS
TURNER
At
Ellsworth.
Feb. 14. by Rev. R. H. Moyle, Miss
o
Marion S. Ingalls
Harris A. Turner. both of Surry

TOMATO

||

'°»ton

Ur

MELON.

V4n»
.15
.40
.15
.40

oa

of

our

Other important Philippine
crops are hemp, sugar cane, cocoa nuts,
Lumcoffee, tapioca and pineapples.
ber is also an important industry.
There are hundreds of thousands of
ucres of land lying Idle in the Philippines, which have- a greater area of
fertile land than Japan—this in spite
of the fact that the population of the
Philippines is 11,000,000 while that of
Japan is around 55,000,000. There is
every reason to believe that some day
the Philippines will have a population
as large as that of Japan today.
The
l ilipinos are the only Christian people
in the orient, and their young men are

f3

Portland. Maine.

MAKRIEIL

shortage.

UNION

MAOISM
Scarlet White

m, 2H> l2V.lt.
-25
45
-'.60
-2r‘
45
2-68
35
45
8°
.15
.25
175

Improved1 44-1,1,
"h,te Spine
.15
J.15
T,P '■'•tnWag
.15
Or

I.EmTK
Black Seed Tennisball
Boston Curled

Sugar

.4(1 1.50
.75 2.50

2#
80
-20
.15

0*Heart
OH

Money
Your Order

Conn Field

C.\nDAiiF

<

Save

Seeds Send us

on
H*:\vs

j

one

of

corn

local farmers! It wasn't
It
grown in tlie United States, even.
was grown In the faroff Philippine Islands by Filipino schoolboys. Two tine
by

Fresh, Salt, Smoked and Dry Fish, Oysters and Clams
-Maim- (

_(Frank I in_Smith.

*
not grown

f5

f 10 05
30 t3 15
37 3 21
59
3 43

f

a son.

was

|5 53
AM

5
5
f6 04
f6 t>6
6 16
f6 26
6 39
6 47
6 53
f7 11
7 20
7 24
t7 30

WESCOTT-—At Penobscot. Feb. 9, to
Air and Mrs Herbert D Weseott. a
daughter (Enid Harriet).
WESCOTT—At Bluehill, Feb 6. to Mr
and Mrs Charles F Weseott, jr. a son.

Smith’s Sea Food a Meat Market

AM
12 30

Portland.lv.
Bangor.lv.
Brewer June.
Holden.
McKenzie’s.
Phillips Lake.
Green Lake.
Nicolin.
Ellsworth Falls.
Ellsworth
Wash’gt’n June.
Franklin Road...
Hancock.
Waukeag. £ Fy.
Mt Desert Fy ar
...

West 1 b ooksvi lie. Feb.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Babson, a

BETTS—At
and Mrs.
Ellsworth

AM

..

son.

Thursday, Feb. 19—William Fox presents Theda
Bara in the 7-aet production,
Also

to

*1

..

BABSON—At
10,

f5 55

..."
ar.. t9 25) *4 50

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

BORN.

theatre:

7 29

f? 35

a m
;
j
..ar'.i *7 48

New York

box.”

I'

f7 04
7 09

12 01
12 24
Bangor.ar.f 12 30

Name.
Naming a plant or flower after a
celebrity is a delicate compliment, and
one that no doubt at times adds something to the market value. But there
are exceptions. That beautiful variety
of the lobelia, for instance, known as
“Emperor William." would perhaps
hold up Its imperial head a little more
proudly just now if it had had a more
fortunate christening.
A

stray thoughts on these lines may
have been flickering In the mind of a
vendor in a London market-place as a
likely looking buyer while examining
a box of the old favorite, asked what
variety it was. Without deranging the
muscle of an eyelid the coster (and
she
was
a
“lytly.” top) replied:

|

RJEUMATISM

What Thousands Hava Found Givat
Relief From This Painful Trouble.

Sound.
A social was held at Tracey’s hall
Saturday evening.
Proceeds, about
$14. will go to the cemetery fund.
Another social will be held next Saturday evening for the same purpose.
Feb. 16.
V.

a

a

East Orland.
Mrs. Carrie White, who has beep
seriously ill of pneumonia, is better.
She is in Hingham, Mass., where she
was called by illness in her son’s
family. Mrs. George White has
gone to Massachusetts to be with
her.
Feb. 16.
M.

toil*

t'arrot.

Choice
and

Beet.

Seeds

By
all

For

tested

Parsnip

and

Cucumber
Price 5 cents per pueket

Robert

A necessity

B.

Thomaa

1920

in every New
household

England

Always full of timely information
15

cents

at

your

local

dealers

Address

Hancock Co. Nursery & Seed Co.
Hl’RRY, MAINE

New

England News Co.
General Distributors

»3 ARCH STREET

BOSTON

Cranberry Isles.
Frank Johnson and wife, who
have spent part of the winter in Boston. are home.
Mrs. Richard Stanley, who was
operated upon at Bar Harbor hospital last Tuesday, is doing well.
Friends of Hillard Hamor, who is
Sloan’s Liniment has the
spending the winter in Philadelphia,
that relieves
are glad to learn he has recovered
from influenza.
rheumatic
The annual church meeting was
held last week.
Supper was served
This
warmth suing,
congestion- free to about thirty. It was voted to
scattering circulation stimulating rem- try to secure a pastor.
edy penetrates without rubbing right to
Mrs. Clarence Crosby has been ill the
the aching spot and brings quick relast week.
lief, surely, cleanly. A wonderful help
Richard Stanley went to Bar Harfor external pains, sprains, strains, -tiltbor last w'eek.
He will return this
ness, headaches, lumbago, 'orrises.
week for a few days and then stay in
Get your bottle today—costs little,
i Bar Harbor until his wife returns
means much.
Ask your druggist for
from the hospital.
it by name.
Keep it handy for the
Waldo Elliot is visiting his sister.
whole family. The big. bottle is econ
Mrs. Frank Johnson.
3?c. 70c. $1.40
omy.
Feb. 16.
“Rooney.”

Mrs. Horace PettengiU and little
daughter, who have been visiting
Leonard Clark and wife, have returned to Bar Harbor.
Mrs. Abbie Coombs is 111 of tonsilitis.
Mrs. Oliver Bragdon has returned
from a visit in Waltham.
Feb. 16.
L.

FROM LUMBAGO

punch

twinges

This Testimony Remains Unshaken.
Time is the best test of truth.
Here is an Ellsworth Falls story that
has stood the test of time.
It is a
story with a point which will come
straight home to many of us.
H. W. Hamilton, Mill St., Ellsworth
Falls, Me., says:
“I have
been troubled with my back and kidney complaint for some time,
A
friend recommended Doan's Kidney
Pills to me and I got a box and after
using them I was very much benefited.
I am willing to recommend
Doan's to anyone who has such
troubles as they have helped me to
a great extent.”
Nearly five years later, Mr. Hamilton said:
“What I have said in the
statement

1 gave

some

years ago

re-

garding the merit of Doan's Kidney

Pills holds good in every particular.
This medicine relieved me of an
annoying kidney weakness and a
lame back.
I am pleased to endorse Doan’s again.”
Price SO c. at all dealers.
Don’t
simply ask for a kidney remedy—get
Doan's Kidney Pills—the same that
Mr. Hamilton had.
Foster-Milburn
Co., Mfgrs,, Buffalo, N. Y.

setts

Don’t prolong sufferings from
Goughs, Golds. Sore Throat.
Grippe. Cramps. Chills. Sprains.

|

Prospect Harbor.
Capt. George W. Colwell is ill of
bronchitis.
Mrs. Harry Hill and daughter of
Ashville arrived the first of the week
called by the serious illness of Mrs.
Hill's mother. Mrs. A. H. Wasgatt.
Feb. 16.
C.

the banks of the wild, nameless
stream, or the brow of the rocky
up
land rising like a
promontory from
amidst a wide ocean of foliage, while
they shed around ns the glories of a
climate fierce in its extremes, hut
splendid In its vicissitudes.—Irving.

J
Dye From Onion, Skins.
To make dye from onion skins, says
The Electrical Experimenter, take the
outer skius front half a dozen onions
(medium sized), and boll in water until the color is extracted. This is a
very suitable yellow dye.

30

;

j

I

f

Or. Be rg Natural.
We all boast of our independence
ad our freedom to live our lives the
vay we think best, hut at that not
aany of us have nerve enough, sitting
it a banquet table, to dip our breiffl
rusts into
our coffee.
Doing the
things we like to do and being ourselves free from all* affectation are
two performances reserved exclusively
for the few glad moments we are at
home with the family.
Ancestral Brains.
Some folks live on the glory of their
ancestors.
They tell of the great
things they did and the greater things
they think they did. Then when they
get the ear of some one especially
sympathetic and credulous, there is an
eruption of boast of greatness that
might have been. These poor creatures
liv in the past. It’s no wonder they
do so little in the present.
Facts About the Bloodhound.
Bloodhounds were first known as
sleuthhounds owing to their ability
to track the deer, wild boar or the
wolf.
When
the
wounded
game
broke away and was lost, these goodnosed dogs were used in trailing the
quarry bv ihe blood trail, and hence
they mvre finally called bloodhounds.

hi re

x
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This is plainly a result of the high relative
value produced in these small-car tires by
Goodyear’s enormous resources and scrupulous care.

wnattodo

My mother advised
to take Lydia
E

me

Pmkham’s Vegetable Compound and
the Sanative

use

Wash sol took h«
advice and used
these remedies
and
cured myseif. Ifejj
fine and do all mv
housework which]

could not do before

30 x 3 Vi Goodyear Double-Cure
Fabric, AU-Weather Tread..

<t ">

30x3Vi Goodyear Single-Cure <fc-|

Fabric, Anti-Skid Tread_

r\00

For forty years Lydia E. Pinkham’B
Vegetable Compound has been mak;ne
women strong and well,
relieving backache, nervousness, ulceration, and inflammation, weakness, displacements,
irregularities and periodic pains. It has
also proved invaluable in
preparing for
cailuoirth and the Change of Life.
Women who suffer are invited to
rite for free anti helpful advice to
E. Pinkham Maui cine (
(c
fidential), Lynn, M^s. It it
L-

Lydia

always helpful.

Cardinal Gibbons Asks Aii
For

*

nf.c

^1 (

—

than tubes of less merit.

30x3J/i

size in water-

proof bag...._
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MORANG'S
Bar

Harbor,

GARAGE!

West Sullivan

and

Sedgwick,

Ma.ne

(Canli
Gil'l)oii>
at

the
in

Near Cast Ih*
lief. The vcn
eruble, primal?
of tlie Catholic
Church
in;

j

IIS.

tensely
t© International.)

Cardinal Gibbons,

clude the construction of a
nue. 120 feet wide, and a
heth bridge. The design for
will he chosen from plans
by architects from ail over

great

r

In

h
a*’!"'1’1
the Near Fast

Relief will make to the

j

ave-

Lam
the bridge

new

submitted

:

count:

trs

of

that stricken land.
To the W d.
Ington meeting he wrote:
"^ilvices and information coming
from the Near Fast cannot be doubted. There is great actual suffering
and famine. These people. re< « :. iy
become Independent no
from bitter thraldom, cannot support themselves. And tin
and common Instincts of humanity
which have prompted the people of
Mie United States during the last
two years to relieve the distress
and needs, especially of the Near
East, must not he nRowed to grow
cold and be diminished.
Ml hope we shall all unite In this
present emergency and be able to
collect sufficient funds to enabfe
these peoples to live and work until
next

summer

oeut

relief and subsistence

brings

them

j
j

|H*rma
I call

all to respond geuerously to
appeal now being made and
trust that the committee will t>e
gratified with the results."
upon

the florid.

the

Splendid buildings are projected for
the
University of London, for a
Shakespearean treater, and for arts
science exhibits. The new avenue
will contain groups of statuary com
memorating the heroic deeds of the
British. Canadian. New Zealand and
Australian forces, as well as those of
Britain's allies. It Is Intended to make
this the finest and most Impresdve
monumental avenue In the British empire.—Popular Mechanics Magazine.

j

___

$5 PER MONTH
FEEDS ORPHAN

Chinese Railways Busy.
I.ates; reports indicate that the H.tMKi
miles of government
railways curry
annually more than 25.n00.llno
total of l.oou.ooo.ooo miles
gera a
1 hirty-seven per cent of the
receipts
of the government railways come
from
the passenger service. On the of the
lines the passenger revenues
exceed
those from transportation of
goods
Ninety-live per cent of the passenger
traffic is third-class at an
average f:tre
of one cent a Hide
which means a
large amount of travel by the
poorer
l clnsRea.
"Ide miicndame/ed

highways

csled

February for funds to support
work among the starving peopi*-**

Cleveland H. Oodge Shows What
Near East Relief Can Do

in

Efficient Purchasing.
Buying
the

most

in wholesale lots and cinder
favorable market conditions.

Near Kast Relief of 1 Madison avenue.
New York city, with representatives Id
every stare of the Union, has been aide
to ha (Tie

the high cost of living so fat
supplies for the suffering mil
Hons of the Near Kast are concerned.
Cleveland H (Judge, treasurer. »d s

as

are

relief

«*taiemeni shows that the committee I?
in the suburbs of
able to provide food for the suffering
0,"ny <-,,les
The coming of ihe untie
people of the Near Kast at prices much
; mobile will hasten this development,
An automobile service
across the Co',I
j lower than the average charge here
desert Connecting
A donation of $5 per month will pro
Peking with C’rga |
"ml ,he Russian
railway has been In- vide food for one orphan. $10 pet
i
augurated.
month provides not
only food, but also
clothes and shelter for one orphan,
English Lcns-s Superior.
and for $15 per month attendance a*
When
nero-photogniphy commenced school is assured to each orphan lu ad
*» Play Its great
part ill the war. It was dltlon to food, clothing and shelter.
[ found that the German-made
In the appeal for funds to save the
lenses |
would do the work of
picturing from starving remnants of the Armenians
above far better than
Rrlttsh-mu<|c and other western Asia peoples. Near
: lenses.
Rm the KlllrMsh
East Relief is inviting the American
opt|Hlllls
to work, and In a
public to "adopt” an orphan at the
short time they pro
,luowl Ienses that l.eut ihe
German rates given here. Over 250,000 home
tiroduot fair and
square.
Captured Jess children are In need of help In the
Near East
I aero-photograpldc
Women’s organizations,
apparatus
during
the latter part of the
lodges, churches and social clubs are
war showed that
the lenses were
to
the appeal by adopting
Inferior In quality to responding
those made In Britain.
quotas of orphans for support over a
No Germanmade lens has ye, been
definite
period.
found that
would picture a barbed wire
entangle-0ment from a heigh, of
three miles, but
the British product
would, and very Subscribe for the
often did
•
Bllawtfrth American

j
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Authorized Service Station

Janies

%

4

■bu

Starving Armenians
message

and

Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes are thick, -con; tubes that
reinforce casings properl.'. V ay risk n pos-J casim: with a
cheap tube ? Goodyear iieavy Tourist Tubes cost little more

up

Avo.. Chicago, 111.

passeii

Hry:

chi?

and I have three
healthy
You can use this letter if
you
wish, for your remedy is certainly wonderful for sick, run down women
Mrs. A. Kwahcinski, 3627 W. Oakdale
stand
dren.

Transform Historic Wectmlnxtrr.

sizes.

.v

Chicago, 111.—“ I suffered with dia
placement and irregularities and I did

Prominent citizens of London are
planning to rebuild the district around
Westminster abbey as a memorial to
those who distinguished themselves in
tite world war. The improvements in-

They represent the same intense endeavor
to supply utmost satisfaction in tires that
has laid the basis for the marked preference
which exists everywhere for Goodyear Tires
This real Goodyear value in tires is available
for your Ford, Chevrolet, Dort, Maxwell, or
other small car, at our nearest Service Station.
Go there for these tires and Goodyear
Fleavy
Tourist Tubes.

Vegetable Compou

I could hardly stand, says'
Mrs. Kwsjcinski.

Way.

“Well, my f--iend tells me that, courting n nickel that the beggar drew yesterday, he has now drawn SI.-Iti, so
that now It Is a question of a very few
weeks only, three
r four at the utmost. when the beggar will have drawn
his full share.
“Then, my friend says, he Is going to shut down and keep the rest
himself; but wlmt I think he will do
will he to keep on paying till tinwhole three dollars Is gone, his ,.rigInal profit being thus wiped out completely. I don't know what he can do
then, unless he should write, covering
all his experiences with this untisn-il
beggar, another and longer story: moving then to another part of the city."

other kind.

larger

Scribe

thing.

3V2-» or 31 x 4-inch tires, were factoryequipped with Goodyear Tires than with

in the

Which

thus reducing the net of that S.'l to
$2.65. Then my friend had an Idea.
"He foresaw that If this went on
Indefinitely, as there seemed every In
dieation It wottld do. the beggar would
get all of the Stl. which to my friend
seemed scarcely reasonable.
But lie
did think that an even division wou’d
he no more than right to the beggar,
and so when the S t got down to $2.nr>
he set aside. In his mind. $1 15 ns a
drawing account to the beggar's credit,
ttnd he said to himself that when thus
the original fund had been evenly d
vhled he would stop giving and consider that he had done the
square

x

any

I ham’s

Before I took Lydia E. Pir;

"A newspaper friend of mine,** said
Mr. Gosllngton, "tells me of an unusual experience he has had. In fact Is
still having with n beggar.
"He met this beggar first about a
The circumstances attendyear ago.
ing this first meeting were novel and
Interesting and my friend wrote a little piece about It which was printed
In his newspaper and for which he
received $3.
As he had given the
beggar a nickel he figured that his
net profit on this was $2.95.
But:
"A couple of weeks Inter he again
met this beggar, who again asked for
a nick'd, a request that my friend did
not feel
I
warranted In refusing.
don’t think he would have refused anyway. my friend being an easy mark
for beggars; but having profited by
his original transaction with this beggar. he felt Impelled to hand over th‘*
second nickel promptly, thus reducing
his net on this little piece to $2.90.
"It wasn’t long before my friend
discovered that this beggar lived somewhere In his neighborhood and made
that part of the town his quarry; for
now
he used to meet him here and
there by Intervals.
Not always, by
any means, when they met did the
beggar approach him; commonly the'
passed each other ns any other two
might do. with no sign of recognition:
hut once In a while the beggar wan'd
ask for a
nickel which always rm
friend gave. In this way In the cours*

Well—

j

Transaction

Desired

Is a doctor’s prescription for internal and external use with a
record of over 100 years of splendid success. A wonderfully
soothing, healing, pain banishing
anodyne upon v* hich you can
safely rely to

small cars, using 30

more

HOUSEWORK

His

by
Was to Make $2.65
Thought
Didn’t End in Just That

Why More Small Cars Come
Equipped With Goodyear Tires.
Last year,

Dribbled

Beggar.

He

Liniment

is

Bryant’s Writings.
Bryant s writings transport us into
the depths of the solemn,
primeval
forest, to the shores of the lonely lake,

Little

Anodyne

Islesford.
The school league gave a box social at the Neighborhood house Saturday night.
Mrs. Nellie SpolTord is expected
home to-day from Rockland, where
she has been caring for her grandchildren
since the
death of her
daughter. Mrs. Georgia Spurling.
Feb. 17.
S.

!i
tl,
Ilf ^
g ; foi
the charicrng swallow is
come, and the gracious west
wind:
the meadows flower, and the s.-a.
ith avesand rough blasts,
loss, i) up
has stink to silence. Weigh thine anchops anil unloose thine hawsers. O
mariner, and sail with all thy canvas
set: this 1. Priapus of the harbor, hid
tins'. O man. that thou inayest sail
forth to all thy trafficking.—Leonidas
of Tarentum (tr. by J. W. Mockall).

Man

Profit to

Johnson’s

-o-

Now

Newspaper

Strains. Bronchitis, TonailiU*. etc.

already

M. R.

Russian Villages Prey of Fire.
The Russian village is built princijaily of wood and roofed with wood.
Jr witjj straw and stones. For this renson there are so many fires that, according to statistics, one-fifth of ail
the peasant cottages burn down every
year, or putting it in another way,
every house burns down after five
This seems Improbable, but it
years.
is reliable information.

Well—

,.

Wednesday.

Feb. 16.

Get

North Hancock.
Kenneth Stewart is home from
Dexter.
Mrs. A. W. Cleaves went to Bar
Harbor Saturday.
Feb. 16.
M.

-oHancock Point.
Word has been received of the arrival in New York of Ivory H. Foss
from Buenos Aires. S. A.
Miss Eleanor Ball arrived home
from Revere. Mass.. Saturday.
Dr. H. W. Ball of Lincoln and Miss
Cathryn Gon.ver of Bangor were married last Wednesday in Bangor, and
immediately left for a trip to Portland. Boston and New York.
Dr.
Ball was a Hancock boy.
His many
friends extend congratulations.
Mrs. Orville Martin, who has been
with her mother. Mrs. Henry Ball, a
few weeks, returned to Massachu-

I NICKEL BY NICKEL DO ALL MY

Egypt.

SATISFYING RELIEF

|

Bottled Manpower
i-miehs and colds arc weakening,
as quickly as you
n.t rid of them
u®„ Catarrh In any form saps the
Fight It and fight It hard.
to help you do It
There Is a remedy
medicine of forty-seven years'
merit. Try it.

Sttallty.

^'

CHINESE WOMEN
STUDY HEALTH

IF MOTHERS ONLY KNEW

Three

sour

e^abliahed

Doctors Return From
America to Begin Active Health
Campaign Among Women.

For Catarrh and Catarrhal Conditions

purifies the blood, regulates the
digestion, aids elimination, tones
the nerve centers and carries
,id
health to all the mucous linings.
the relief of those pains in
For
■tomach and bowels, belching, sour
■tomach. rheumatism, pains in the
back, sides and loins, PE-RU-NA is
t*

recommended.

ALL

AGENCIES

American

PE-RU-NA restores
to healthy action the
vital
organs
which

Y.

V/.

C.

COMBINE.
A.

Will

Support

Women's Part of Chinese Health

intimately related to the strength
and vigor of the na-

are

Thounnndn. of. Children
golfer, from
Worm nnd Their Mother* Do not
Know XVlint thr Trouble In.

Signs of

PE-RU-NA

so

Campaign

as

Part of

World

Service Program.

tion.
There are fourteen
ounces of health giving punch and pen
in every bottle.
PERU NA is a good
medicine to have in
the house, rendy-totake for emergencies.
It is a good remedy
to use any time.

New Wax From Sooth America.
A wax used for ear,dies in Colombia,
as yet unknown to the outside
world,
Is obtained from the leaves of the wax
palm of the Andes. It has a melting
point as high ns 93 degrees Cent., while
that of carnauba wax from Brazil is
84 degrees, and that of candeltla wax
from Mexico is only about 70 degrees.

worms

are:

Constipation,

stomach, deranged stomach, swollen upper lip, offensive breath, hard
and full belly with occasional
gripings
and pains about the navel, pale face
of leaden
tint, eyes heavy and dull,
twitching eyelids, itching of the nose
Oh. Those Darkies.
Itching of tlie rectum, short dry cough,
^finding of the teeth, little red points
Upon being asked why he deserted,
out
on
sticking
the tongue, starting
a negro replied:
“Well suh,
them
during sleep, slow fever.
Mrs.
H.
N, Roberts, 502 Asylum sernpnell didn't scare me none, and I
street,
Flint, Mich.,used Dr. True’s wasn’t much
.nfeared
of
them ginades,
Elixir for her little baby girl when she
was sick.
Mrs. Roberts wrote to Dr. J.
but when a white man says them is
T. True & Co.:
"My little girl is cured goin’ to shoot a
of her worms."
garage at me, ma feet
And In a later letter
W'rote:
"Baby is fine and X think it ! Hist taken me away from there!”_
was your medicine (Dr. True’s F.bxlr 1
Los
Angeles
Times.
Tlie Family Uixatlve and Worm Ex--peller) that helped her.” If your child
is ill start giving Dr. True's at once.
Canada’s Coal Regions.
l»uy Dr. True’s Elixir at your dealers
at once.
Three sizes.
Canada has the only two coal regions
on
the seacoasts of Nofth America

j

resnlt of the Y. W. C. A. International Conference of Women
Physicians, held during September and OcAs

a

tober, Chinese women are to have a
far-reaching health program.
Dr. Ida Kahn, Dr. LI Bt-Cu and Dr
Dau, three of China’s half hundred
women physicians, who attended this

TABLETS OR LIQUID
SOLO EVERYWHERE

*

i

Fu.iPLE M GOLD
__(_s

Adorned Armies Which Persian
Kings Led to War.
Spectacular Indeed Must Have Been
the March of Mighty Hosts Before the Days of Businesslike Fighting.

PAYS

TO

STAY

IN

The bituminous coal of Nova Scotia !s
estimated to last 700 years; that of
I ancouver Island has been
operated
since 1860.

SCHOOL

Fact Shown in Do'lars and Cents b>
Figures Compiled by Bureau of
i--Education.

Floating
Specks
before the
eyes, dizzy spells,
palpitation of the heart, less
appetite or craving for sweet
or sour

kinds of food—ar-e

signs of self-poisoning by products of poorly
digested or imperfectly eliminated food waste
which have

entered the blood.

Beeeham’s Pills assist to restore normal action
of liver, stomach and kidneys.

e^eham’s P
Sold by druggists throughout
world. In boxes, 10c., 25c.

v

\Z Ellsworth American

Subscribe

0-

The value of staying at school Is
stated In dollars and cents In figures
recently compiled by the bureau of
education nnd distributed to boys and
girls throughout tlte country by the
children’s bureau.
From n study of a large number
of actual cases it has been found that
at twenty-five years of age the boy
who remained in school until he was
eighteen had received $5-000 more salary than tlie boy who left school at
fourteen, and that the better-educated
youth was then receiving more than
$000 n year more in pay.
“This Is equivalent to an investment
of $18,000 at f> per cent.” the statement said.
“Can a boy increase his
capital ns fast in any other way?
“From this time on tlie salary of
the better-educated boy will rise still
more rapidly, while tlie earnings of the
hoy who left school at fourteen will
increase but little.”

•
_

Now All You Good Fellows,
Come Fill Up Your Pipes

I

The Green Sawyer.
Marlborough Churchill was
talking In Washington about the work
of
the Intelligence department, of
Gen.

•I

Warfare was a spectacular, as well
which he Is the head.
“It Is delicate work,” Gen. Marlbloody enterprise, in the days of HIR IDA KAHN URGES CHINESE
Plain
khaki
WOMEN TO WORK.
and simantiquity.
borough Churchill said, “work that requires experience. The inexperienced
ple businesslike accoutrements would
conference, are to take an active part Intelligence officer—and we had a »ot
never have suited the ancient Persian
tn prtftnotlng this health program for
of him during the war—Is apt to be
soldiers.
Silver altars, surrounded by priests, women which will be the share of the
about as useful as the young college
chanting sacred songs, were first in Y. W. C. A. In the big health move- man In the lumber camp.
“This college man was set to work
line of march. They were followed by ment in China.
on a cross-saw with an old-stager.
365 youths dressed in purple garments.
He
The funds for establishing these
A chariot dedicated to the sun was
sawed pretty well for an hour or so,
Health centers, for demonstrations ol
and then his strength gave out. Still
drawn by snow-white horses, led by
How to care for babies,
for health
he kept on. or tried to keep on, but
grooms wearing white garments and ! •ectures for
the women, for babies’ disall of a sudden the old-stager stopped.
carrying golden wands.
pensaries and for a general
educa
Ten chariots embossed with gold
‘Son,’ he said, ‘I don’t mind yer
tlonal
will
be raised Dy the
campaign,
ridln’ on the saw, but If it’s jest the
and silver preceded the cavalry of 12
j \merlcan Y. W. C. A. as
part of its
same to you. I'll ast ye to keep your
nations, dressed in their various costunies and
carrying their peculiar program of world service for women feet off the ground.’
and girls In 1020.
arms.
Dr. Ida Kahn, In a recent appeal to
Then came the Persian Immortals.
Unfounded Report.
I'1' ‘•i
In
The following advertisement
number, wearing golden modern Chinese women said, “Let our
apchains and robes embroidered with
women
of education in Peking and
peared in the Birmingham press In
cold
and
glittering with precious ! Hsewhere gather themselves together April, 1806: Thirty guineas reward.
sb»tu*s.
Following at a short distance to work for the schools, Red Cross and Whereas a malicious and unfounded
15.000 nobles, relatives of the Y W. C.
report having been industrially propaA., and everything else which
I g, dr. ss»’d In garments wonderfully
gated (tending to injure the characters
pesjieuks the betterment of the coun
wrought.
of James, John and Thomas Collings).
try. instead of staying at home to play
a
.ipfmy of spearmen preceded poker and ‘sparrow,1 and going out to
stating that each have at times ap-■
He rode In an imposing char- attend endless dinners, tea
peared In disguised Habit (representparties and
I
.<! wore robes of surpassing maging the devil) with an intent to extort
; dances.
II :
and a costly miter on his
money from the fearful, whoever can
Let, us rally our rorces and help the
discover the author of this report shall
i’y Ijis side walked 200 of his ship of state to move safely. One per
n**ble kinsmen.
receive the above named by applying
Ten thousand 1 son cannot accomplish much, but one
warriors, hearing spears with staffs or two hundred millions of women can
to James Collings, Cottage lane, near
j
<*f
ier tipped by heads of gold, fol- ;
work wonders.
Let us go back to a "the sand pits, Birmingham, April 14,
*'
'he royal chariot of Xerxes. more Spartan-like
simplicity of living 1806.
T’
:'s horses. 40 !n number, with ! and let us build
up social service until
1
footmen, ended the procession.) every city In China Is sanitary, every
Marvelous Memories.
A' -m ... distance followed the mothsection of the town has Its proper
It Is claimed for Mr. Timmins, the
er and wife of
the king In chariots, ac- schools, and every child, whether boy
Shakespearean scholar who has Just
‘•‘•inpanied by their Indies on horse- or girl. Is sent to such schoolB. True
died, that at the age of twenty-one he
1
Fifteen cars carried the king’s ( social service brings democracy In Its
recited the whole of "Hamlet” from
Haldren. their tutors and nurses, and \ train, and we who are citizens of a memory. Among the professional re^ '‘•■'•tnels. guarded
by archers, bore ! new republic can help to make it truly citers such a feat would not be reto**
yal treasury.
The friends and j graut by preaching and living democgarded as very remarkable.
relatives of the ladles followed with ;
The late Samuel Brandram know
racy all the time.
Why not learn to
toe "'Ks and servants.
Light-armed | do our household duties, deeming It by heart practically the whole of
tr.M,lls brought
up the rear.
elTeminnte to be waited upon by maids
Shakespeare, and Shakespeare was
"i n a king In those
days looked and slave girls all the time?
k only one of his many favorites.
Qi'"n hl« troops and saw their strength i
“The status of women In China,
In his “Nights With the Poets and
8,1,1
“hlendor, It is no wonder he felt while leaving much to be desired, still Humorists” Brandram drew from all
P1'" : arid wished to lend them to bnt's quite hopeful when we consider
sources, read nothing and was never
r1,
Such an army was not meant to that she Is Just emerging into the sisknown to forget a line.—London Chronstoy at home, where only their coun- terhood of the nations. Our men can icle.
trymon could see them.
Other na- depend upon us to bear the burdens of
tifijs would know how
powerful a king the day, for nowhere Is there n more
An Endless Chain.
*e
was.
“We’re very unsettled In our flat,”
sjo he and his followers \ Industrious, diligent and persevering
inarched away, and wars for conquest womanhood than In China."
said the worried-looking man at the
began.
Dr. Kahn Is lecturing In this coun
club.
Peoples were forced to give them- try on the needs of her fellow country
“What’s the trouble?” asked his
selvcs Up to a ||^e
war
either for women, in the Interests of the Y. \V.
friend.
conquest or defense, and the great C. A. Educational Campaign which
“Well, our children keep the nextIghways, which peace would have ded- plans to acquaint people with all door neighbors awake, so they pass
cnted to commerce and
prosperity, be- phases of Y. W. C. A. work In the the time by playing the piano; that
came
military roads over which war United States, South America, China, makes the pet dog next door to them
took Its cruel
way.
Japan, India and Europe. This educa- bark, and that keeps the children next
tional campaign will be followed by
door awake, and there's so much noise
Details Carried to Absurdity.
an active effort to raise the $3,000,000
through the building that there’s no
Trivial details not Infrequently be- needed for service for women through- chance at all of our children going to
come the
pivot of momentous declout the world.
Bleep.”
s °ns.
in which cases an element of absurdity is supplied by the breadth of
Even the Sea!
CHINESE WOMEN HAVE
e
contrast. A case In point arises
It Is one of the dlsilluslonments exFINANCIAL ABILITY.
the discussion
among English litperienced by most sojourners on this
erateurs concerning Shakespeare’s alplanet that the wonderful places of
Carried Y. W. C. A. Campaign
CM “hand” In the
They
play of “Sir
childhood’s enjoyment are found to
“Over the Top."
funas More,” In which one
expert
have shrunk amazingly on being recouples almost a column of small
Much has been said about the honvisited In after years. Even the small
n>e in the
literary supplement of the esty and skill of the Chinese business people find that imagination plays
nies of London In
The world has neglected to menman.
the
describing
pranks with them, and are driven to
construction of the letter B as found tion the financial ability of Chinese some
such remark as that of the litu one
this ability in
women.
of Shakespeare’s
proved
They
autographic
who. on being taken back to
tle
documents. The imposing array of the last financial campaign of the Y. the girl
seaside after two years or so, exarllke and nautical terms in the mod- W. C. A. in Tientsin.
claimed : "It’s not the same, mummy
Ordinarily three weeks are allowed
8UC^ as k®el. baseline, ram,
fn *
darling, It’s gone out of shape.”
In which to raise the budget by sub^ and boundary line,
may asn 8^
the
finance
committee
after
scription
many who have been accusFarm Lands Grow In Value.
tned to form It with
has decided upon the sum necessary
comparative
The value of farm lands is Increasto carry on the work of the cominj
VvIl,*e ^e division of the letter
ing steadily In the 0nlted States, the
year. The Tientsin campaign was car
Sectlons a°d subsections by this
sa
rled on entirely by Chinese women |nd average for average grade plow lands
*or PurPoses of discussion enbroke all records by going over th«
®
being about $74.31 per acre on March
old.scrivener’s art with un*
top in ten days with a large surplui
1, as compared with $68.38 a year ago.
^cted dignity.
over the budget
$62.17 two years ago, and $58.39 three
as a

|
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The Velvet tin
is twice
as

as

big

shown here

¥F

ever men are

it’s when

pipes

“Tom” and “Bill”

good pipes

go their

are

best,

to each

a-going.

If

other,

ever

good

’tis when Velvet’s in the

bowl.
For Velvet is

Kentucky Burley
for

Wholesome and

pipes.

day.
brought

smoke.

is the leaf that Nature mads

And Velvet is that

the

same

hearty, honest as
good Burley leaf,

to mellow middle age.

For
v

mighty friendly

a

eight long

Velvet “meditates”

seasons

wooden

hogsheads, throwing off
“young” tobacco—truly “ageing in

Velvet comes—cool, calm and
Nature made

the

rawness

the wood.”

“put on”

mildness

comes

the life

-^1

sweetness

not

baked

like

is

the

sweetness

“frosting”

on

a

of

good

cake.

Its

from natural

out.

ageing, not from having
Its fragrance is true tobacco fra-

And Velvet makes
grance, not a perfume.
Roll one.
Number One cigarette,
As

Out

generous—the tobacco

-s

tobacco,

of

and made better.

good, kept good

Velvet’s

in

an

A

good old Velvet Joe says:

—

c

Fill

yos

heart with

Yo’ mouth with

An’ let

friendly thoughts,

friendly smoke

the old world

—

wag.”

,etter’

J

int*
?
d*Dt
th,e
——

1

years ago.

-the

friendly tobacco

*____

120,000 STAND
IN BREAD LINE
Death Is Message

Correct Her Unpardonable Fault
of Wasteful ness and Extravagance.”

Face

1.000.000

Than

More

“This is the Time for America to

Brought by

Miss Dakesian.

—

Imagine a bread line of 120,000 famished people waiting for twenty-four
hours a day for the dole of food that
is the sole barrier between them and
That Is the
death from starvation.
situation In Alexandropol, a city In
Russian Armenia, according to Miss

Carrying albn a Mile
for less than
Freight rates have played
in the rising cost of living.

The

COLLECTION of telephone bills that remain
after the reasonable specified date is—

Hermine Dakesian, a pretty Armenian
one of the survivors of four years
1

i1

1,11

WASTEFUL—Because it

1

should be unnecessary,

very small part

a

that

Other causes—the waste of war, under-production, credit inflation—have added dollars
the cost of the necessities of life, while
freight charges have added only cents.

clothing

miles

war

the expense, that might otherwise be concentrated
the important business of keeping telephone
service up to standards.

that sold for $30
carried 2,265
Chicago to Ix>s

rail from

TELEPHONE

cents.

Now the freight charge is 22 cents
and the suit sells for $50.
cost

The freight

on

it has increased only

Other transportation charges
cost
to

■

of the finished

MISS
of

enter

into the

article—carrying

the wool

charges amount

to but

a

few

the

horrors

of

D A K

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE

ESI AN

Turkish

and

deportations.

can

woman, she has

Saved
come

by

massacres
an

*

$10 pair of shoes that used to
$5 goes from the New England factory to the Florida dealer for
a freight
charge of 5% cents—only

The

sell for

than the pre-war rate.

AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

Atnerl

to this

conn

try and entered Oberlln College
With her came fourteen other Arme
olan girls In charge of Miss Adelaide
S. Dwight, a Near East Relief worker
who has heen instrumental In helping
to save hundreds of thousands of then
people from death by starvation. Mias
Dwight, who Is not given to exagger
stlon and has seen conditions at hrst
hand, says more than a million peopl>
are facing death by starvation In
Ar
menla and will perish unless America

cents

more.

one cent more

HERMINE

cents.

the mills and the cloth to the tailors—but

these other

•I. C.

freight

Herself an eyewitness to the slaugb
of hundreds of helpless women
and children by the Turks and a vie
dm of the deportations. Miss Dakc
slan. an anusually pretty girl, saythere la untold suffering In Armenia
and Syria.
She praises the efforts ot
the Near East Relief formerly the
American Committee for Armenian ano
ter

rates are the low-

est in the world.

Syrian

Relief, to save as many ot
these people as possible.
At Erlvan
the capital of the Armenian republic
one hot meal Is given out
dally, and by
this relief alone the city's death rale
has heen cut from a thousand
dally n
aD average of
twenty. At Alexandro
pol. where the refugees from Turkisl
Armenia were driven by thousands, tb*situation is appalling. Miss Daliesiai
It Is to avert these wholesahsays
deaths that Near East Relief Is making
a nation-wide
appeal for funds.

ffliis advertisement is published by the
Association ofRailway Gxecutives
Thote dstirmg information concerning the railroad situation
may
oltaen literature by writing to The Jeeocialion

of Railway
Executives, 61 Broadway, Sew York.

~~Hl^r
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Maine’s Greatest and One of New

BOY SCOUTS IN
YOUNG ARMENIA

PSE£S«

England’s Finest

THE PORTLAND

AUTO
Surpassing the Sni

PLEASURE CARS

|

Strangest Troop of All in Constantinople Being Made Into

SHOW
esses

TRUCKS

|

ofPr vi

.us

rears

TRACTORS;

Good Citizens.
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ACCESSORIES

OOBGKOC8 IiPXOKATION.-NKW BNTKRTAINMKNT
FBATt KPs

South Surry.
Cards have been received announcing the marriage in Brooklyn,
N. Y.. Feb. 9. of Miss Henrietta
sieber
of
Brooklyn, to Volney
Arthur
Coggins of South Surry.
Theyoung couple sailed the same
evening onthe steamship City of
St. Louis, for a trip South,
arriving
at Savannah February 12.
The many friends of Clark Bonsey, who is ill of pneumonia in a
hospital near Boston, are glad to
learn that he is improving.
John Bonsey still remains
very
poorly. His daughter, Anna Gray
is still with him.
Feb. 16.
"Tramp.”
AVest

Surry.

Samuel Kitfield, the oldest citizen
in town, celebrated his
eighty-ninth

birthday
Monday,
his
receiving
friends.
He was remembered with
presents, among them a birthday
ctke.
He is recovering from the fall
he
received.
Although his eyesight is much impaired, he takes his
daily walks wrhen the weather permits.
Feb. 16.
“Spec.”
AAest Sullivan.
A. 51. Weatherbee has
returned
from a business trip to Portland.
Dr. D. M. Milne was in Corinna a
few days recently.
Several members of Puritan Temple Pythian Sisters, gave Mrs. Nancy
Doran a surprise party last Thursday afternoon.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Jellison and
Alice
were
week-end
guests at Bradbury Smith's.
Feb. 16.
"Une Amie.”

daughter

-o-

subscribe for the
Ellsworth American

!

I

*

North Sedgwick.
Because of the storm, the Ridge
school closed Monday. Feb. 9. instead of Friday.
Nine pupils were
registered for the term.
Five were
perfect in attendance. Lewis, Kenneth and Carrie Douglass, Olive
Tainter and Iville Leach
Feb. 14.
“Spec.”
-o--

Cast ine.
-Mr. and Mrs. George Benjamin
called to Wollaston, Mass.,
Monday by the death of Mrs. Benjamin's nephew.
Edmund Walker left Monday for
were

1

Portland.

Arthur Patterson spent the week-

end in

Hallowell.

The ladies of the Thimble club
served a delicious supper at
the
church vestry on
Thursday evening
A line
program followed.
of North Castine
and Charles Richardson
were marriea Saturday evening at the
home
of the groom, by Rev. Mr.
Donnell
Feb. 16.
G

'v,hit>n°re

--—o---

Capt

Bayslde,
Freeman N. Closson

and
who have spent the winter
in
are home.
They
were accompanied
by Mrs. Closson’s
sister, Mrs.Arthur
Grant, and little
wife

Nantucket, Mass.,
son

Philip,

of

Nantucket.

The death of influenza in
Massachusetts of Mrs. Winnie
McFarland
Hopkins causes sadness here
The
body was brought here for interSymbatby is extended to the

fainiVy
Feb- 16-

C. A. C.
-o--

Subscribe for the
Ellsworth American

I

American Boy Scout training is aid
Ing prominently In the rehabilitation
of hundreds of little Armenian bo>
refugees from the Turkish massacres,
who have been organized Into a scout
troop in Constantinople as the solution
of one of the most troublesome prob
lems that confronted the Near East Belief workers in that city.
Hounded and driven for four years,
having seen their parents and relatives
slaughtered or worse by Turks and
Kurds and themselves forced to beg,
steal or do almost anything to eke out
the barest existence, these boys had
completely lost their moral sense when
they finally found refuge In the Neat
East Belief orplianges.
The boys had been clhd In rags foi
so long that they had forgotten how tc
take care of clothes. This was a tragetjj
when the Near East Relief had need ol
every pair of shoes and of every suit
of clothes for new boys constantly com
Ing in.
Then the boys were organized a»
Boy Scouts and given their uniforms
They began to be careful of theii
school clothes as well as of their uniforms.
They had been so often hungry they
had come to steal without compunction. When they first entered the orphanages they continued to steal. One
boy stole a purse from his American
teacher. For two or three weeks aftei
he became a Boy Scout he was obvious
ly uneasy. One day he came to hei
with the purse in his hand.
“I don’t want to give It back,” he
said reluctantly. “But I have to. I’m
a Boy Scout now.”
To form more scout troops to trans
form these little unfortunates tnt<
good citizens, is one of the reason!
why the Near East Relief, 1 Madison
avenue. New York city, Is making it!
appeal for funds.

WHITTEMOBE, Managpr.
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Ii CLINIC HAS PROVED WORTH
Organization

Established by Boston
Firm Well Worthy of Imitation
by Other Employers.

aids

Beef pays only two-thirds of a cent
a pound freight from
Chicago to
New York.
American

SUBSCRIBERS can make a large part of
this collection work unnecessary, just by paying their telephone bills within a reasonable time.

1

suit has increased 20 doflmn.

of tbs

to

was

by
Angeles for 16&

The

time,

be better devoted

work that

and expense
necessary work.

effort

on

The average charge for hauling a ton
of freight a mile is less than a cent.

before the

might

in

consumes

EXTRAVAGANT—Because it lavishes upon work
that should be unnecessary, the time, the effort,

to

A suit of

unpaid

girl,

Cent

a

Woodrou> Wilson

J

Mount Desert.
Trenton.
Miss Maxine V. Brown left lest
The body of Winnie, wife 0f Ed
week for Gorham. N. H., where she ward
Hopkins, was brought here Sat
has employment.
urday. accompanied by Mr Hopkin
Miss Nettie Hooper has returned and oldest
daughter Dorothy. Mrs
to her home in Franklin.
Hopkins died of pneumonia Ser
Sympathy is felt in this village for vices were held at the church
Sundaj
Harold A. Ken n I son of Rockland, afternoon. Rev. R. H.
Moyle official
formerly of Pretty Marsh, in the ing.
.Mrs. Hopkins was a devotee
death of his young wife on Jan. 30,
wife and sister.
The many floral of
leaving two small children.
ferlngs showed the love and estcen
Monday of last week Master D. in which she- was held. Besides bet
Somes Smith, the eight year old son husband and three
children. Doroof Mr. and Mrs. Hollis M. Smith, thy, Beulah and
Edward, she leave!
broke his right arm while sliding. two sisters. Mrs.
Alta Marshall and
He was carried to his home by sev- Mrs. Harold
Higgins, and two brotheral of his schoolmates where the ers. William and
Richard McFarland
broken bones were at once set.
He of this place.
Sinceresy 111 (lathy ti
is doing nicely and not suffering fylt fur
thefamily. The body waj
much pain.
placed in the tomb to await burial ii
Mrs. Ernest G. Stanley and Miss the
family lot beside an infant
Louise E. Carter spent several days daughter.
last week In Bangor.
The body of Merle Brown, t". S. X,
Miss Winnifred Gray, who has i son of
Clarence Brown and wife, is
been teaching at Ayers, is home.
expected to-day.
He died of pneuWord has been received by Clar- i monia in a naval
hospital in Virginia
ence Brown of Trenton of the death
after a brief Illness.
He was a good
of his son Merle, who was in the
; honest, upright boy, and deep symand
navy
stationed
in
southern j pathy is felt for the family Another
waters.
Much sympathy is felt for son. Linden, who has been
critically
the parents.
Merle spent his child- ill. is improving.
hood days here, and was liked by all
Feb. 16.
W.
Feb. 16.
G. S. S.

A pioneer medical clinic, established
15 years ago to protect the health of
600 employees, and gradually enlarged
and expanded until It now cares for a
total of 2.700—that lathe record
proudly held today by a well-known Boston
firm. At the time of Its organixatlon
the medical director was in charge of
the clinic in the capacity of director
and visiting nurse. Now the clinic la
In charge of a practicing physician and
surgeon, assisted by three full-time
graduate nurses.
During the influenza epidemic of last
winter, over 350 employees were treated per day. with only six deaths during
the entire course of the dreaded disease.
All cases were given careful
Individual attention and. In instances
where no family doctor was in attendance.
immediate
arrangements
were made for medical care.
It Is the policy of the nurses In the
clinic to advise all employees with
.Amherst.
Dedham.
whom they come in contact to be inL. R. Black is home from Fairfield
School at the corner has closed for
sured. an activity which the firm Itself for a few days.
the
winter.
It
was
successfully
handles through an employees’ organC. L. Burrill has purchased the taught by Miss Evelyn Mitchell of
ization. The purpose of such advice estate of the late H. P. Burrill. his Old Town.
The play and <>cial was
The store and house he has indefinitely postponed, owing to the
Is to secure insurance for all em- father.
been renting and will continue the difficult traveling.
ployees In order that they may receive
business in his own name.
James Treadwell, who has been ill
Its benefits after one week's illness. |1
Schools and public meetings have a long time, died Thursday
This arrangement does not place a for
a time been discontinued
Everard Treadwell, who cut his
because
|
premium upon the employees’ being ill, of many cases of
leg quite badly, has returned from
influenza in town
and at the same time the clinic cothe hospital, and is able to be about
Feb. 17.
£j,
town.
operates In the matter of Insurance.
-oHollis Giles is moving to Bangor,
A
dental clinic Is In a formative
Manset.
Everett Stanley, George Whitmore ; where he has employment
state and, no doubt, will be established
Edmond Giles. Walter Giles and
in a short time. The plan and method and John Lee made a trip to Bangor
and Portland last week.
Harry Sllsby are ill.
of administration and organization is
Friends of Mrs. and Mrs. Dean
L. D. Smith, who has been consimply In the making, but It is safe to |1 Stanley of Rockland are
lined to his bed by a lame ley and
sorrv to
say that the dental clinic will be as effi- ! 'earn of their illness of
back,
is improving slowly.
influenza.
cient as the medical clinic.
Miss Julia Hancock has
Feb. 16.
C.
returned
The Modern Hospital, in describing from Duck Island light, where she 1
--Ohas been teaching.
the clinic, says that it has fully
proved
Smlgvviek.
Feb.
Its value in protecting the health
"Lilac."
of
Mrs. Susan M. Bartlett, widow ot
the employees of this particular comFiipt. George G. Bartlett, died SunMt. Desert Ferry.
pany and merits the commendation
day, F'eb. 16, at the home of her son,
Everard Grant has been ill
of
and Imitation of other mercantile and
Wilbert S. Bartlett, 9 Braomorn
jaundice.
industrial establishments.
Road. Brookline. .Mass.. Mrs. BartA son was born to
Mr. and Mrs
lett was born at South Bluehill in
Amos Dow Feb. 5—Merle Monroe
1839, and for many years was 1
Mrs. Laura Colby, who has
been
resident of Sedgwick.
During
visiting in Roxbury, Mass.. Portland
Banish Doubt.
later
and Rumford Falls, is home
years Mrs. Bartlett -pent her
Unless you want defeat instead of
summers at her homesti. I there.
Feb. 16.
c
success to crown your life
Shi- was always much int;J
you will
-o-the church affairs and the cemeteff
have to get rid of his advance guard Subscribe for the
—Doubt.—The New Success.
nsociation, of which she had
Ellsworth American
president for many years.

16._

WANTED!
Lath Sawyers

Men and Teams

We want

experienced Lath Sawyers

York

Mill and Yard Men

the

day

or

by

whichever you
prefer. Teams to haul this

wood from the woods to
the mill yard.

at Ellsworth

Lath Wood
Spruce and fir cut, 4 ftin., 8 ft. 2 in., or 12 ft4 in. long from top of
1

scarfe so that butt-stick
will square. Size from 1

inches up. Wood to
delivered at mill-yard.

APPLY AT Oi< KICK OR
WRITE TO

_

FRANK

by

the cord

for the Lath Mill

I

Men to work in woods
about two miles from
City
limit, to out lath wood.

S. 'SAWVfr

Mil* and offlce at
building known

L—______

|

us

aP

cr|i

^''SWOrth,

KaCt°ry building

near

_

IV/lsiO©

Maine Centra! Station

be

